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Fiscal Year 2016 Classification and Pay Plans June 2015 
The pay plan code, not the bargaining unit code, must be used to determine the proper pay plan for a class.  All job classes in the 
classification plan are arranged in two separate listings:  first, alphabetically by class title, and then numerically by class code number.  
The classification plan includes the following information for each job class:  EEO 4 category, occupational code, overtime eligibility, Fair 
Labor Standards Act (FLSA) status, bargaining unit and status, pay plan code, pay grade, job class code, and job class title.  These are 
discussed in more detail below and on the reverse side. 
 
EEO 4 Category (EEO): 
This code identifies the Equal Employment Opportunity occupational category to which that job class is assigned. 
 
01 Official/Administrator 03 Technician 05 Protective Service (non-sworn) 07 Skilled Craft 
02 Professional 04 Protective Service (sworn) 06 Administrative Support 08 Service/Maintenance 
 
Occupational Code (OC): 
An occupational code is a numeric code assigned to further subdivide EEO 4 categories obtained from the “Census 2010 EEO 
Tabulation.”  They are used to obtain labor force availability information for jobs found in the State’s work force. 
 
Overtime Eligibility (OT): 
Classes NOT eligible for overtime compensation are coded “0.”  Classes coded “1” are eligible for straight (hour-for-hour) overtime 
compensation.  Classes eligible for premium overtime compensation (one and one-half time rate) are coded “2.” 
 
Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA): 
The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) sets minimum wage, overtime pay, equal pay, recordkeeping, and child labor standards for 
employees who are covered by the act.  It is a federal law.  Classes coded as “Y” are covered under FLSA.  Classes coded as “N” are 
exempt from FLSA coverage.  Although some classes are exempt from FLSA, those classes may receive premium overtime or hour-for-
hour compensatory time under the terms of a collective bargaining agreement. 
 
Bargaining Unit and Status (UNIT): 
Unit 
001 Clerical (AFSCME) 006 Security (AFSCME) 012 Patient Treatment (UNORGANIZED) 
002 Technical (AFSCME) 007 Public Safety (SPOC) 021 Justice (EXEMPT) 
003 Blue Collar (AFSCME) 008 Engineering (UNORGANIZED) 024 Department Directors/Appointed 
004 Fiscal & Staff (field status 104) 009 Science (UE/IUP)  Non-Elected Officials (STATUTORY) 
 (AFSCME) 010 Education (AFSCME) 025 Lottery Key Executive 
005 Social Services (UE/IUP) 011 Patient Care (AFSCME)   
 
Status 
E Exempt from collective bargaining 
N Covered by a collective bargaining agreement 
S Supervisory (and exempt from collective bargaining) 
U Eligible for collective bargaining, but currently unorganized 
 
Pay Plan Code (PLAN): 
000 Non-Contract 013 AFSCME (Education Unit) 024 Department Directors/ 
007 SPOC (Public Safety) 014 AFSCME  Appointed Non-Elected Officials 
009 UE/IUP 017 SPOC (DNR Officers) 025 Lottery Key Executive 
 
Pay Grade (PG): 
Each job class is assigned a pay grade number.  Classes with an elongated pay range are identified with either a “plus” or “minus” offset 
with the pay grade.  For example, a “plus” number of 26+13.5% means that the job class has an advanced starting salary that is 13.5% 
above the minimum of the normal range for the pay grade (26), while a “minus” number of 26(-4) means that the pay range for the job 
class starts 4 pay grades below the minimum of the assigned pay grade (26), at an amount equivalent to the minimum of pay grade 22.   
 
Class Code (CODE):  
Five digit identification number for a job class.  A job class may be affiliated with more than one class code. 
Class Code (5XXXX): Positions in these class codes are treated differently for overtime purposes than others in the same classification.  
Refer to the OT code in the Classification Plan. 
Class Code (6XXXX): Class is covered by the Conservation Officer retirement system. 
Class Code (8XXXX): Class is covered by the protection occupation retirement system. 
Class Code (9XXXX): Class is exempt from collective bargaining. 
 
Explanation of Symbols and Abbreviations: 
PD positions are paid on a per diem basis. 
ST positions are paid a salary specified by statute. 
MIL RANK positions are paid a salary based on the incumbent’s military rank. 
 
Job Classes - Alphabetical by Class Title
EEO OC OT FLSA UNIT PLAN PG CODE CLASS TITLE
------- ------- ------- ------- ---------- ----------- ------------ ------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------
06 4850 1 N 004N 014 32 04796 ACCOUNT CONSULTANT
02 0800 1 N 004N 014 26 00311 ACCOUNTANT 2
02 0800 0 N 004E 000 26(-4) 90311 ACCOUNTANT 2
02 0800 1 N 004N 014 30 00312 ACCOUNTANT 3
02 0800 0 N 004E 000 30 90312 ACCOUNTANT 3
02 0800 0 N 004S 000 30 00314 ACCOUNTANT 3 (SUPV)
02 0800 0 N 004S 000 34 00315 ACCOUNTANT 4
02 0800 1 N 004N 014 22 00309 ACCOUNTANT/AUDITOR 1
06 5120 2 Y 001N 014 14 00305 ACCOUNTING CLERK 1
06 5120 2 Y 001N 014 17 00306 ACCOUNTING CLERK 2
06 5120 2 Y 001N 014 19 00307 ACCOUNTING CLERK 3
06 5120 2 Y 001E 000 19 90307 ACCOUNTING CLERK 3
06 5120 2 Y 002N 014 17 00290 ACCOUNTING TECHNICIAN 1
06 5120 2 Y 002N 014 20 00292 ACCOUNTING TECHNICIAN 2
06 5120 2 Y 002E 000 20 90292 ACCOUNTING TECHNICIAN 2
06 5120 2 Y 002N 014 23 00294 ACCOUNTING TECHNICIAN 3
06 5120 2 Y 002E 000 23 90294 ACCOUNTING TECHNICIAN 3
08 4620 2 Y 002N 014 18 02105 ACTIVITIES AIDE
08 4620 2 Y 002N 014 19 02107 ACTIVITIES ASSISTANT
08 4620 2 N 011N 014 25 02110 ACTIVITIES SPECIALIST 1
08 4620 2 N 011N 014 25 82110 ACTIVITIES SPECIALIST 1
08 4620 2 N 011N 014 28 02111 ACTIVITIES SPECIALIST 2
08 4620 2 N 011N 014 28 82111 ACTIVITIES SPECIALIST 2
01 0430 0 N 011S 000 28 02112 ACTIVITIES SPECIALIST SUPV
01 0430 0 N 011S 000 28 82112 ACTIVITIES SPECIALIST SUPV
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 48 00466 ACTUARIAL ADMINISTRATOR
02 1200 1 N 004N 014 30 00464 ACTUARIAL ASSISTANT
02 1200 1 N 004N 014 33 00465 ACTUARY
02 1200 1 N 004N 014 40 00467 ACTUARY A.S.A.
02 1200 0 N 004E 000 43 00456 ACTUARY SENIOR
01 0010 0 N 004S MIL RANK 04 10015 ADJUTANT GENERAL
06 5700 2 Y 002N 014 21 00708 ADMIN ASSISTANT 1
06 5700 2 Y 002E 000 21 90708 ADMIN ASSISTANT 1
06 5700 2 Y 002N 014 24 00709 ADMIN ASSISTANT 2
06 5700 2 Y 002E 000 24 90709 ADMIN ASSISTANT 2
02 2000 0 N 010N 013 35 31513 ADMIN CONSULTANT
02 2000 0 N 010N 013 38 31514 ADMIN CONSULTANT VOC REHAB 1
02 2000 0 N 010N 013 45 31515 ADMIN CONSULTANT VOC REHAB 2
02 2000 0 N 010N 013 47 31516 ADMIN CONSULTANT VOC REHAB 3
01 0020 0 N 024S 024 05 09234 ADMIN HMLND SECURTY/EMRG MGMT
06 5700 2 Y 002E 000 17(-15) 00705 ADMIN INTERN
02 2110 1 N 004N 014 35 00790 ADMIN LAW JUDGE 1
02 2110 1 N 004N 014 38 00791 ADMIN LAW JUDGE 2
02 2110 0 N 004E 000 38(-3) 90789 ADMIN LAW JUDGE 2
02 2110 0 N 004S 000 39 00792 ADMIN LAW JUDGE 3
01 0430 0 N 011S 000 37 02041 ADMIN OF NURSING
06 5700 2 Y 001E 000 24 15003 ADMIN SECRETARY
01 0020 0 N 024S 024 06 09471 ADMIN/ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES DIV
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 41 15270 ADMIN/CIVIL COM UNT SEXUAL OFND
01 0020 0 N 024S 024 07 09476 ADMIN/PUBLIC BROADCASTING DIV
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 51 15060 ADMIN/RACING & GAMING DIV
02 2025 2 Y 004N 014 31 04540 ADULT SERVICES MONITOR
01 0565 2 Y 004N 014 24 03313 AFFIRMATIVE ACTION COMPL OFF 1
01 0565 2 Y 004N 014 28 03314 AFFIRMATIVE ACTION COMPL OFF 2
01 0565 2 Y 004E 000 28 93314 AFFIRMATIVE ACTION COMPL OFF 2
01 6010 2 Y 006N 014 27 05120 AGRICULTURE COMPLIANCE INVEST
01 0735 1 N 004N 014 27 05134 AGRICULTURE MARKETING SPEC
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01 6010 2 Y 006N 014 21 05144 AGRICULTURE PRODUCTS INSPECTOR
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 35 14544 AGRICULTURE PROGRAM MGR 3
04 3930 2 Y 006N 014 21 87114 AIR BASE SECURITY OFFICER
04 3720 0 N 006S 000 29 07131 AIRPORT ASSISTANT FIRE CHIEF
04 3740 2 Y 006N 014 23 07130 AIRPORT FIREFIGHTER
08 6050 2 Y 006N 014 19 05140 APIARY INSPECTOR
02 2100 1 N 004N 014 29 00630 APPELLATE DEFENDER 1
02 2100 1 N 004N 014 34 00631 APPELLATE DEFENDER 2
02 2100 1 N 004N 014 38 00632 APPELLATE DEFENDER 3
03 1540 2 Y 002N 014 25 04363 ARCHITECTURAL TECHNICIAN 1
03 1540 2 Y 002N 014 27 04364 ARCHITECTURAL TECHNICIAN 2
02 2400 0 N 004S 000 30 01328 ARCHIVIST SUPERVISOR
02 1840 1 N 004N 014 21 20583 ARTS PROGRAMMER 1
02 1840 1 N 004N 014 24 20585 ARTS PROGRAMMER 2
02 1840 1 N 004N 014 28 20574 ARTS PROGRAMMER 3
02 2100 0 N 021E 000 29 45007 ASST ATTORNEY GENERAL 1
02 2100 0 N 021E 000 34 45008 ASST ATTORNEY GENERAL 2
02 2100 0 N 021E 000 39 45009 ASST ATTORNEY GENERAL 3
02 0800 0 N 004E 000 27 94584 ASST AUDITOR 1
02 0800 0 N 004E 000 29 94585 ASST AUDITOR 2
02 0800 0 N 004E 000 31 94586 ASST AUDITOR 3
02 0800 0 N 004E 000 35(-2) 14587 ASST AUDITOR 4
02 0800 0 N 004E 000 38(-3) 14589 ASST AUDITOR 5
01 0430 0 N 002S 000 32 14705 ASST DIRECTOR ENGR & TECH
03 1930 2 Y 002N 014 21 04308 ASST SOILS PARTY CHIEF
03 1560 2 Y 002N 014 23 04325 ASST SURVEY PARTY CHIEF
02 2920 2 Y 004N 014 22 14760 ASST VIDEOGRAPHER
02 2100 1 N 004N 014 29 00643 ATTORNEY 1
02 2100 1 N 004N 014 33 00644 ATTORNEY 2
02 2100 0 N 004E 000 33(-4) 90642 ATTORNEY 2
02 2100 1 N 004N 014 38 00645 ATTORNEY 3
02 2100 0 N 004E 000 38 90645 ATTORNEY 3
01 0430 0 N 021S 000 42 45027 ATTORNEY SUPERVISOR
02 3140 1 N 011N 014 26 02138 AUDIOLOGIST
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 40 14590 AUDITOR ADMINISTRATOR
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 43 14592 AUDITOR CHIEF DEPUTY
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 42 14591 AUDITOR DEPUTY
07 7200 2 Y 003N 014 14 08365 AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE WORKER
07 7000 0 N 003S 000 27 08385 AUTOMOTIVE SHOP SUPERVISOR
08 7800 2 Y 003N 014 14 07225 BAKER
01 0900 0 N 004E 000 44 00415 BANK ANALYST
01 0120 0 N 004S 000 48 00417 BANK BUREAU CHIEF
01 0120 0 N 004S 000 46 00409 BANK EXAM REGIONAL MNGR
01 0900 0 N 004E 000 38(-13) 00406 BANK EXAMINER
01 0900 0 N 004E 000 41 00408 BANK EXAMINER SENIOR
08 8256 2 Y 003N 014 13 08510 BINDERY WORKER
01 0020 0 N 004E PD ST 14000 BOARD, COMM, COUNCIL MEMBER
07 6210 2 Y 006N 014 26 08430 BOILER INSPECTOR
02 2860 2 Y 002N 014 22 02585 BRAILLE TRANSCRIBER
01 6660 2 Y 002N 014 23 08133 BRIDGE INSPECTOR 1
01 6660 2 Y 002N 014 27 08137 BRIDGE INSPECTOR 2
01 0820 1 N 004N 014 23 00721 BUDGET ANALYST 1
01 0820 1 N 004N 014 26 00722 BUDGET ANALYST 2
01 0820 0 N 004E 000 26(-3) 90722 BUDGET ANALYST 2
01 0820 1 N 004N 014 30 00723 BUDGET ANALYST 3
01 0820 0 N 004E 000 30 90723 BUDGET ANALYST 3
01 6660 2 Y 002N 014 25 14804 BUILDING/MNUFTRNG HOUSNG INSPTR
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02 2825 1 N 004N 014 26 00817 BUSINESS MRKTNG SPEC. WF DEVELP
06 4720 2 Y 003N 014 13 07240 CANTEEN CLERK
06 4720 2 Y 003N 014 15 07245 CANTEEN OPERATOR 1
06 4720 2 Y 003N 014 20 87246 CANTEEN OPERATOR 2
01 0430 0 N 007S 000 37 16050 CAPTAIN
07 6230 2 Y 003N 014 19+13.5% 08040 CARPENTER 1
07 6230 2 Y 003N 014 21+13.5% 08041 CARPENTER 2
02 2025 2 Y 002N 014 15 02085 CENTRAL SUPPLY WORKER
02 2200 2 Y 002N 014 25 01037 CERTIFIED VOCATIONAL INSTRUCTOR
02 2040 1 N 005N 009 28 03310 CHAPLAIN
02 1720 1 N 009N 009 27 04414 CHEMIST
02 1720 0 N 009S 000 30 04417 CHEMIST SUPERVISOR
01 0010 0 N 004S 000 46 14930 CHF OPERATING OFF IEDA
01 0010 0 N 004S 000 40 00833 CHIEF BENEFITS OFFICER
02 1106 0 N 008S 000 35 04778 CHIEF COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEER
01 0540 0 N 011S 000 34 02235 CHIEF HEALTH PROFESSION INVEST
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 07 09509 CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER
01 0010 0 N 004S 000 48 00837 CHIEF INVESTMENT OFFICER
01 0010 0 N 004E 000 45 00834 CHIEF RISK OFFICER
06 5100 2 Y 005N 009 24 03345 CHILD SUPPORT RECOVERY OFFICER
06 5000 0 N 005S 000 30 03346 CHILD SUPPORT RECOVERY SUPV
01 0565 2 Y 005N 009 27 03437 CIVIL RIGHTS SPECIALIST
06 5260 2 Y 001N 014 12 00011 CLERK
06 5260 2 Y 001E 000 12 90011 CLERK
06 5860 2 Y 001N 014 14 00017 CLERK-ADVANCED
06 5860 2 Y 001E 000 14 90017 CLERK-ADVANCED
06 5860 2 Y 001N 014 18 00018 CLERK-SPECIALIST
06 5860 2 Y 001E 000 18 90018 CLERK-SPECIALIST
02 3030 1 N 011N 014 26 07344 CLINICAL DIETITIAN
01 0350 0 N 024S 024 06 09616 COMMANDANT VETERANS' HOME
02 2100 1 N 004N 014 35 00656 COMMERCIAL ATTORNEY
02 2100 0 N 004S 000 38 00657 COMMERCIAL ATTORNEY SUPERVISOR
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 06 09481 COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC SAFETY
06 5520 2 Y 002N 014 20 04715 COMMUNICATIONS CENTER SPEC 1
06 5520 2 Y 002N 014 22 04717 COMMUNICATIONS CENTER SPEC 2
02 1106 0 N 008U 000 30 04775 COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEER
07 7020 2 Y 002N 014 22 04735 COMMUNICATIONS TECHNICIAN 1
07 7020 2 Y 002N 014 25 04736 COMMUNICATIONS TECHNICIAN 2
07 7020 2 Y 002N 014 27 04737 COMMUNICATIONS TECHNICIAN 3
02 2025 0 N 010N 013 30 02060 COMMUNITY HEALTH CONSULTANT
01 0565 1 N 004N 014 29 00640 COMPLIANCE OFFICER 1
01 0565 1 N 004N 014 32 00641 COMPLIANCE OFFICER 2
01 0565 0 N 004E 000 32(-3) 90639 COMPLIANCE OFFICER 2
04 3830 2 Y 007N 017 28 05355 CONSERVATION OFFICER
08 6260 2 Y 002N 014 24 04320 CONSTRUCTION TECHNICIAN
08 6600 2 Y 002N 014 19 04319 CONSTRUCTION TECHNICIAN ASST
07 6200 2 Y 002N 014 26 04321 CONSTRUCTION TECHNICIAN SR
07 6200 2 Y 002E 000 26 94321 CONSTRUCTION TECHNICIAN SR
07 6200 0 N 002S 000 30 04322 CONSTRUCTION TECHNICIAN SUPVR
02 1360 2 Y 008U 000 29(-3) 04260 CONSTRUCTION/DESIGN ENG ASSOC
02 1360 0 N 008U 000 31 04261 CONSTRUCTION/DESIGN ENGINEER
02 1360 0 N 008U 000 34 04262 CONSTRUCTION/DESIGN ENGNR SR
01 0020 0 N 024S 024 06 09463 CONSUMER ADVOCATE
07 7315 2 Y 002N 014 20 08000 CONTROL CENTER OPERATOR
08 4020 2 Y 003N 014 14 07220 COOK 1
08 4020 2 Y 003N 014 17 07221 COOK 2
08 4200 2 Y 003N 014 23 87313 CORRECTIONAL BLDG SVCS COORD
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02 2015 2 Y 005N 009 28 86419 CORRECTIONAL COUNSELOR
01 0205 2 Y 003N 014 25 85032 CORRECTIONAL FARM MANAGER
08 4120 2 Y 003N 014 24 87237 CORRECTIONAL FOOD SERVICE COORD
04 3800 2 Y 006N 014 23 86406 CORRECTIONAL OFFICER
01 0430 0 N 006S 000 34 86416 CORRECTIONAL SECURITY DIRECTOR
01 0430 0 N 006S 000 30 86415 CORRECTIONAL SECURITY MANAGER
04 3700 0 N 006S 000 27 86410 CORRECTIONAL SUPERVISOR 1
04 3700 0 N 006S 000 29 86411 CORRECTIONAL SUPERVISOR 2
07 6200 2 Y 003N 014 23+13.5% 88018 CORRECTIONAL TRADES LEADER
01 0420 0 N 005S 000 34 86421 CORRECTIONAL TREATMENT DIRECTOR
01 0420 0 N 005S 000 30 86420 CORRECTIONAL TREATMENT MANAGER
08 4510 2 Y 002N 014 17+13.5% 08605 COSMETOLOGIST
01 0900 0 N 004E 000 34(-9) 00420 CREDIT UNION EXAMINER
01 0900 0 N 004E 000 37 00422 CREDIT UNION EXAMINER SENIOR
01 0120 0 N 004S 000 46(-4) 00430 CREDIT UNION EXAMINER SUPV
01 0360 0 N 009S 000 39 06025 CRIME LABORATORY ADMINISTRATOR
04 3820 2 Y 004N 014 30 06021 CRIMINAL INTEL ANALYST ADVANCED
04 3820 2 Y 004N 014 27 06020 CRIMINAL INTEL ANALYST SR.
04 3820 0 N 004S 000 33 06022 CRIMINAL INTEL ANALYST SUPV.
04 3820 2 Y 004N 014 24 06019 CRIMINAL INTELLIGENCE ANALYST
03 1965 2 Y 009N 009 32 06018 CRIMINALIST
03 1965 0 N 009S 000 34 06024 CRIMINALIST SUPERVISOR
08 4220 2 Y 003N 014 18 07015 CUSTODIAL ASSISTANT
08 4220 2 Y 003N 014 15 07010 CUSTODIAL LEADER
08 4220 0 N 003S 000 21 07017 CUSTODIAL SUPERVISOR
08 4220 2 Y 003N 014 13 07005 CUSTODIAL WORKER
01 6010 2 Y 006N 014 22 05112 DAIRY PRODUCTS INSPECTOR
01 0710 1 N 004N 014 35 00748 DATA WAREHOUSE ANALYST
08 3640 2 Y 002N 014 17 02220 DENTAL ASSISTANT
08 3640 2 Y 002N 014 17 82220 DENTAL ASSISTANT
03 3310 2 Y 011N 014 25 02222 DENTAL HYGIENIST
03 3310 2 Y 011N 014 25 82222 DENTAL HYGIENIST
02 3010 0 N 012U 000 47(-2) 02505 DENTIST
02 3010 0 N 012U 000 47(-2) 82505 DENTIST
01 0010 0 N 004S 000 46 30142 DEP DIR DEPT OF ED
01 0020 0 N 024E 024 01 09110 DEPT OF TRANS COMMISSIONER
01 0020 0 N 004S MIL RANK 03 10018 DEPUTY ADJUTANT GENERAL
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 37(-4) 15301 DEPUTY ASSISTANT
01 0020 0 N 021S 000 43 45000 DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
01 0020 0 N 005S 000 43 06444 DEPUTY CORRECTIONS PROG ADMIN
01 0020 0 N 004S 000 46 15265 DEPUTY DIRECTOR/HUMAN SERVICES
01 0020 0 N 004S 000 40 14540 DEPUTY SECRETARY OF AGRI
01 0430 0 N 005S 000 36 06425 DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT
01 0135 1 N 004N 014 38 00639 DEPUTY WORKERS COMP COMM
03 1540 2 Y 002N 014 26 04371 DESIGN TECHNICIAN
03 1540 2 Y 002N 014 18 04370 DESIGN TECHNICIAN ASSOCIATE
03 1540 2 Y 002N 014 28 04372 DESIGN TECHNICIAN SPECIALIST
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 07 09508 DIR DEPT ADMINISTRATIVE SERV
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 04 09247 DIR DEPT FOR THE BLIND
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 04 09222 DIR DEPT OF CIVIL RIGHTS
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 07 09506 DIR DEPT OF CORRECTIONS
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 05 09237 DIR DEPT OF CULTURAL AFFAIRS
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 07 09475 DIR DEPT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOP
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 07 09501 DIR DEPT OF EDUCATION
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 04 09360 DIR DEPT OF HUMAN RIGHTS
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 07 09504 DIR DEPT OF HUMAN SERVICES
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 06 09361 DIR DEPT OF INSPECTS & APPEALS
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01 0010 0 N 024S 024 07 09500 DIR DEPT OF MANAGEMENT
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 06 09474 DIR DEPT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 07 09479 DIR DEPT OF PUBLIC HEALTH
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 07 09503 DIR DEPT OF REVENUE
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 07 09505 DIR DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 07 09229 DIR DEPT OF WORKFORCE DEV
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 05 09220 DIR DEPT ON AGING
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 05 09231 DIR LAW ENFORCEMENT ACADEMY
01 0430 0 N 011S 000 31 02115 DIR OF ACTIVITIES
02 2825 2 Y 005N 009 26 03150 DISABILITIES CONSULTANT
06 5250 2 Y 005N 009 27 03174 DISABILITY EXAMINER
06 5250 1 N 005N 009 31 03178 DISABILITY EXAMINER SPEC ADV
06 5250 2 Y 005N 009 29 03177 DISABILITY EXAMINER SPECIALIST
01 0740 2 Y 004N 014 27 04016 DISASTER PROJECT SPECIALIST 1
01 0740 2 Y 004N 014 30 04017 DISASTER PROJECT SPECIALIST 2
02 1650 2 Y 006N 014 25 02425 DISEASE PREVENTION SPECIALIST
07 7210 2 Y 003N 014 27 08390 DISTRICT MECHANIC
08 9140 2 Y 003N 014 16 08205 DRIVER
06 5000 0 N 004S 000 24 06303 DRIVER LICENSE SUPERVISOR 1
06 5000 0 N 004S 000 27 06304 DRIVER LICENSE SUPERVISOR 2
06 5220 2 Y 001N 014 17 06298 DRIVERS LICENSE CLERK
06 5220 2 Y 001N 014 20 06299 DRIVERS LICENSE CLERK SENIOR
06 5220 2 Y 006N 014 23 06300 DRIVERS LICENSE EXAMINER
02 2110 2 Y 002N 014 26 06302 DRIVERS LICENSE HEARING OFFICER
02 2000 2 Y 002N 014 20 03251 DRUG ABUSE COUNSELOR 1
02 2000 2 Y 002N 014 20 83251 DRUG ABUSE COUNSELOR 1
02 2000 2 Y 002N 014 23 03252 DRUG ABUSE COUNSELOR 2
02 2000 2 Y 002N 014 23 83252 DRUG ABUSE COUNSELOR 2
01 0020 0 N 024S 024 05 09612 DRUG POLICY COORDINATOR
01 0650 0 N 004E 000 28 94913 ECON DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST 1
01 0650 0 N 004E 000 30 94914 ECON DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST 2
01 0650 0 N 004E 000 33 94923 ECON DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST 3
01 0650 0 N 004E 000 36 94925 ECON DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST 4
01 0230 0 N 010S 000 32 01027 EDUCATION ADMINISTRATOR
06 2540 2 Y 002N 014 18 01005 EDUCATION AIDE
02 2550 0 N 010N 013 32 01071 EDUCATION PROGRAM CONSULTANT
02 2320 0 N 010N 013 27(-2) 01015 EDUCATOR
01 6660 2 Y 006N 014 29 08328 ELECTRICAL INSPECTOR
01 6660 0 N 006S 000 31 08329 ELECTRICAL INSPECTOR SUPV
07 6355 2 Y 003N 014 28 08028 ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE SPEC
07 6355 2 Y 003N 014 25+13.5% 08326 ELECTRICIAN
07 6355 2 Y 003N 014 25+13.5% 88326 ELECTRICIAN
03 1550 2 Y 002N 014 28 04742 ELECTRONIC ENGINEER TECHNICIAN
03 1550 2 Y 002N 014 28 84742 ELECTRONIC ENGINEER TECHNICIAN
03 1550 2 Y 003N 014 21 08672 ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN
03 1550 2 Y 003N 014 21 88672 ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN
01 6660 2 Y 006N 014 26 00675 ELEVATOR/AMUSEMENT RIDE INSPTOR
01 0540 1 N 004N 014 25 00888 EMPLOYER LIABILITY SPECIALIST
01 0020 0 N 024E 024 03 09227 EMPLOYMENT APPEAL BOARD MBR
07 7315 2 Y 002N 014 25 08004 ENERGY MANAGEMENT TECHNICIAN
03 2900 2 Y 002N 014 24 14756 ENGINEER 2
06 5860 2 Y 002N 014 21 04380 ENGINEERING OFFICE ASST 1
06 5860 2 Y 002N 014 24 04381 ENGINEERING OFFICE ASST 2
03 1550 2 Y 004N 014 27 04385 ENGINEERING OPERATIONS TECH
03 1550 2 Y 002N 014 29 04323 ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN SR
02 1610 1 N 009N 009 27 05162 ENTOMOLOGIST
02 1420 0 N 008U 000 30 04514 ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEER
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02 1420 0 N 008U 000 34 04522 ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEER SENIOR
02 1740 0 N 009S 000 34 04516 ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAM SUPV
02 1740 1 N 009N 009 27 04513 ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIALIST
02 1740 1 N 009N 009 30 04519 ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIALIST SENIOR
07 6730 2 Y 003N 014 20 08111 EQUIPMENT OPERATOR
07 6730 2 Y 003N 014 22 08113 EQUIPMENT OPERATOR SENIOR
03 1965 2 Y 002N 014 23 06015 EVIDENCE TECHNICIAN
01 0020 0 N 024S 024 04 09617 EXEC DIR IA PUBLIC INFO BRD
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 03 09615 EXEC DIR VETERANS AFFAIRS
01 0020 0 N 024S 024 04 09244 EXEC DIR/CMPGN FIN DISCL COMM
01 0020 0 N 024S 024 04 09223 EXEC DIR/COLLEGE AID COMM
01 0430 0 N 024S 024 06 31038 EXEC DIR/ED EXAMINERS BOARD
01 0020 0 N 024S 024 06 09248 EXEC DIR/FINANCE AUTHORITY
01 0430 0 N 024S 024 07 09250 EXEC DIR/IA TELE & TECH COMM
01 0430 1 N 004N 014 29 00710 EXEC OFF 1
01 0430 1 N 004N 014 29 80710 EXEC OFF 1
01 0430 0 N 004E 000 29 90710 EXEC OFF 1
01 0430 1 N 004N 014 32 00711 EXEC OFF 2
01 0430 1 N 004N 014 32 80711 EXEC OFF 2
01 0430 0 N 004E 000 32 90711 EXEC OFF 2
01 0430 1 N 004N 014 35 00712 EXEC OFF 3
01 0430 0 N 004E 000 35 90712 EXEC OFF 3
01 0430 1 N 004N 014 38 00713 EXEC OFF 4
01 0430 0 N 004E 000 38 90713 EXEC OFF 4
01 0430 1 N 004N 014 41 00714 EXEC OFF 5
01 0430 0 N 004E 000 41 90714 EXEC OFF 5
06 5700 2 Y 001E 000 27 15005 EXEC SECRETARY
02 1530 0 N 008U 000 31 04256 FACILITIES ENGINEER 1
02 1530 0 N 008U 000 34 04257 FACILITIES ENGINEER 2
02 1360 2 Y 008U 000 29 04255 FACILITIES ENGINEER ASSOC
07 7340 2 Y 003N 014 22 08012 FACILITIES MAINTENANCE COORD
08 6050 2 Y 003N 014 20 85015 FARM LEADER
02 0800 1 N 004N 014 26 00327 FIELD AUDITOR
02 0800 0 N 004E 000 26(-4) 90327 FIELD AUDITOR
03 1965 2 Y 002N 014 22 06030 FINGERPRINT TECHNICIAN
04 3750 2 Y 007N 007 28 14810 FIRE INSPECTOR
04 3720 2 Y 004N 014 31 14808 FIRE SERVICE COORDINATOR
04 3720 2 Y 003N 014 21 14806 FIRE SERVICE TECH. ASST.
01 0820 0 N 004E 000 32(-5) 00720 FISCAL & POLICY ANALYST
01 0820 0 N 004E 000 38(-2) 00728 FISCAL & POLICY ANALYST PRINC
01 0820 0 N 004E 000 35(-3) 00719 FISCAL & POLICY ANALYST SENIOR
08 4010 0 N 003S 000 23 07235 FOOD PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
08 4120 2 Y 003N 014 13 07200 FOOD SERVICE WORKER
08 4010 0 N 011S 000 26 07250 FOOD SERVICES ASSISTANT DIR
08 4010 0 N 011S 000 26 87250 FOOD SERVICES ASSISTANT DIR
08 4010 0 N 011S 000 25 07252 FOOD SERVICES DIRECTOR 1
08 4010 0 N 011S 000 27 07253 FOOD SERVICES DIRECTOR 2
08 4010 0 N 011S 000 27 87253 FOOD SERVICES DIRECTOR 2
08 4010 0 N 011S 000 32 07254 FOOD SERVICES DIRECTOR 3
08 4010 0 N 011S 000 32 87254 FOOD SERVICES DIRECTOR 3
03 1965 2 Y 002N 014 20 02203 FORENSIC AUTOPSY TECHNICIAN
03 1965 2 Y 002N 014 17 02202 FORENSIC MORGUE ATTENDANT
03 1965 2 Y 002U 000 23 06014 FORENSIC SCIENCE TECHNICIAN
02 1640 1 N 009N 009 28 05414 FORESTER 2
02 1640 0 N 009U 000 30 05417 FORESTER 3
07 8450 2 Y 003N 014 16+13.5% 08039 FURNITURE UPHOLSTERER
08 4300 2 Y 004N 014 23 15052 GAMING REPRESENTATIVE 1
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08 4300 2 Y 004N 014 27 15053 GAMING REPRESENTATIVE 2
07 6730 2 Y 003N 014 26 08115 GARAGE OPERATIONS ASSISTANT
02 2100 0 N 004S 000 41 00646 GENERAL COUNSEL SUPERVISOR
03 1930 2 Y 002N 014 19 04401 GEOLOGICAL TECHNICIAN
02 1740 1 N 009N 009 28 04404 GEOLOGIST 2
02 1740 1 N 009N 009 31 04407 GEOLOGIST 3
02 2630 2 Y 002N 014 22 08518 GRAPHIC ARTIST
02 2025 1 N 004N 014 33 04524 HEALTH FACILITIES OFFICER 1
02 2025 0 N 004S 000 35 04525 HEALTH FACILITIES OFFICER 2
02 2025 2 Y 004N 014 31 04538 HEALTH FACILITIES SURVEYOR
02 1700 1 N 009N 009 27 04507 HEALTH PHYSICIST 1
02 1700 1 N 009N 009 30 04508 HEALTH PHYSICIST 2
02 1700 1 N 009N 009 32 04509 HEALTH PHYSICIST 3
01 0540 2 Y 004N 014 29 02230 HEALTH PROFESSIONS INVEST
01 0350 0 N 004S 000 57 15276 HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATOR
07 6320 2 Y 003N 014 18+13.5% 08230 HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATOR
01 0300 0 N 008S 000 46 04250 HIGHWAY DIVISION ADMINISTRATOR
07 7000 0 N 003S 000 31 08117 HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE SUPV
07 6730 2 Y 003N 014 22 08122 HIGHWAY TECHNICIAN
07 6730 2 Y 003N 014 20 08121 HIGHWAY TECHNICIAN ASSOCIATE
07 6730 2 Y 003N 014 24 08123 HIGHWAY TECHNICIAN SENIOR
02 2400 1 N 004N 014 28 01337 HISTORICAL PROGRAM SPECIALIST
02 0630 0 N 004E 000 27(-3) 00756 HR PROFESSIONAL 1
02 0630 0 N 004E 000 32(-3) 00757 HR PROFESSIONAL 2
02 0630 0 N 004E 000 35 00758 HR PROGRAM COORD
06 5140 2 Y 001E 000 20(-3) 00770 HR TECHNICAL ASST
06 5360 2 Y 002E 000 22 00771 HR TECHNICAL SPEC
06 5360 2 Y 002E 000 24 00772 HUMAN RESOURCES ASSOCIATE
01 0430 0 N 004E 000 30 03035 HUMAN SERV QUAL ASSURANCE COORD
07 7315 2 Y 003N 014 25+13.5% 08330 HVAC COORDINATOR
07 7315 2 Y 003N 014 23+13.5% 08323 HVAC TECHNICIAN
07 7315 2 Y 003N 014 23+13.5% 88323 HVAC TECHNICIAN
03 2900 2 Y 002N 014 24 08646 ICN AUDIO-VIDEO TECHNICIAN
02 1107 1 N 004N 014 33 04792 ICN BUSINESS DEVEL MANAGER
06 5250 0 N 005S 000 31 03162 INCOME MAINT ADMINISTRATOR
06 5250 0 N 005S 000 29 03161 INCOME MAINT SUPERVISOR
06 5250 2 Y 005N 009 24 03089 INCOME MAINT WORKER 2
06 5250 2 Y 005N 009 25 03092 INCOME MAINT WORKER 3
06 5250 1 N 005N 009 27 03093 INCOME MAINT WORKER 4
06 5250 1 N 005N 009 29 03094 INCOME MAINT WORKER 5
06 5250 1 N 005N 009 30 03095 INCOME MAINT WORKER 6
02 2825 2 Y 004N 014 21 00750 INFO SPECIALIST 1
02 2825 2 Y 004E 000 21 90750 INFO SPECIALIST 1
02 2825 2 Y 004N 014 25 00751 INFO SPECIALIST 2
02 2825 2 Y 004E 000 25 90751 INFO SPECIALIST 2
02 2825 1 N 004N 014 30 00754 INFO SPECIALIST 3
02 2825 0 N 004E 000 30 90754 INFO SPECIALIST 3
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 34 00126 INFO TECH ADMIN 1
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 37 00127 INFO TECH ADMIN 2
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 40 00128 INFO TECH ADMIN 3
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 43 00129 INFO TECH ADMIN 4
01 0430 1 N 004N 014 45(-9) 00160 INFO TECH ENTERPRISE EXPERT
02 1007 2 Y 004N 014 23 00118 INFO TECH SPECIALIST 1
02 1007 2 Y 004E 000 23 90118 INFO TECH SPECIALIST 1
02 1007 2 Y 004N 014 26 00119 INFO TECH SPECIALIST 2
02 1007 2 Y 004E 000 26 90119 INFO TECH SPECIALIST 2
02 1007 2 Y 004N 014 29 00120 INFO TECH SPECIALIST 3
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02 1007 2 Y 004E 000 29 90120 INFO TECH SPECIALIST 3
02 1007 1 N 004N 014 32 00121 INFO TECH SPECIALIST 4
02 1007 0 N 004E 000 32 90121 INFO TECH SPECIALIST 4
02 1007 1 N 004N 014 35 00122 INFO TECH SPECIALIST 5
02 1007 0 N 004E 000 35 90122 INFO TECH SPECIALIST 5
06 5000 0 N 001S 000 24 00124 INFO TECH SUPERVISOR 1
06 5000 0 N 001S 000 27 00125 INFO TECH SUPERVISOR 2
06 5800 2 Y 001N 014 14 00114 INFO TECH SUPPORT WORKER 1
06 5800 2 Y 001N 014 17 00115 INFO TECH SUPPORT WORKER 2
06 5800 2 Y 001N 014 19 00116 INFO TECH SUPPORT WORKER 3
06 5800 2 Y 001N 014 21 00117 INFO TECH SUPPORT WORKER 4
08 4030 2 Y 003N 014 13 07215 INGREDIENT ROOM WORKER 1
08 4030 2 Y 003N 014 15 07216 INGREDIENT ROOM WORKER 2
04 3930 2 Y 006N 014 21 87113 INSTALLATION SECURITY OFFICER
01 0350 0 N 004S 000 57 15273 INSTITUTION SUPT MEDICAL
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 42(-6) 15272 INSTITUTIONAL SUPERINTENDENT
01 0540 2 Y 004N 014 26 00452 INSURANCE CLAIMS INVESTIGATOR
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 43 00451 INSURANCE CO EXAM ADMIN
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 37 00450 INSURANCE CO EXAM DEP ADMIN
01 0020 0 N 024S 024 06 09355 INSURANCE COMMISSIONER
01 0540 1 N 004N 014 33 00447 INSURANCE COMPANY EXAM SPEC
01 0540 1 N 004N 014 30 00445 INSURANCE COMPANY EXAM SR
01 0540 1 N 004N 014 27 00444 INSURANCE COMPANY EXAMINER
01 0540 1 N 004N 014 30 00454 INSURANCE COMPLAINT ANALYST
01 0540 1 N 004N 014 30 00455 INSURANCE POLICY ANALYST
01 0540 2 Y 004N 014 28 00453 INSURANCE PROGRAM SPECIALIST
02 0800 1 N 004N 014 29 00335 INTERNAL AUDITOR
01 0540 2 Y 004N 014 23 00695 INVESTIGATOR 1
01 0540 2 Y 021E 000 23 45012 INVESTIGATOR 1
01 0540 2 Y 004N 014 26 00696 INVESTIGATOR 2
01 0540 2 Y 021E 000 26 45013 INVESTIGATOR 2
01 0540 2 Y 004N 014 26 80696 INVESTIGATOR 2
01 0540 2 Y 004N 014 28 00697 INVESTIGATOR 3
01 0540 2 Y 021E 000 28 45014 INVESTIGATOR 3
01 0540 2 Y 004N 014 28 80697 INVESTIGATOR 3
01 0540 2 Y 021E 000 29 45015 INVESTIGATOR 4
02 2100 0 N 004E 000 41 00655 IOWA FIN AUTH GEN COUNSEL
02 0800 1 N 004N 014 37 00318 IOWA FINANCE AUTH-COMPTROLLER
01 0010 0 N 024E 19,632 ST 14011 IOWA TELECOM & TECH COMM CHAIR
01 0020 0 N 024E 13,857 ST 14010 IOWA TELECOM & TECH COMM MBR
01 0010 0 N 004S 000 49 00838 IPERS CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
02 0800 1 N 004N 014 23 00881 JOB INSURANCE QUALITY AUDITOR 1
02 0800 1 N 004N 014 26 00882 JOB INSURANCE QUALITY AUDITOR 2
02 0800 0 N 004S 000 30 00884 JOB INSURANCE QUALITY MANAGER
02 1240 1 N 004N 014 30 20639 JUSTICE SYSTEMS ANALYST
01 0850 1 N 004N 014 27 00905 KEY ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
01 0020 0 N 024S 024 05 09357 LABOR COMMISSIONER
02 1800 1 N 004N 014 22 00870 LABOR MARKET RESEARCH ECON 1
02 1800 1 N 004N 014 26 00871 LABOR MARKET RESEARCH ECON 2
02 1800 1 N 004N 014 28 00872 LABOR MARKET RESEARCH ECON 3
03 3540 0 N 008U 000 35 00670 LABOR SAFETY OFFICER
03 1920 2 Y 002N 014 16 05166 LABORATORY ASSISTANT 2
02 1310 0 N 008U 000 29 04240 LAND SURVEYOR
02 1310 0 N 008U 000 32 04241 LAND SURVEYOR SENIOR
08 8300 0 N 003S 000 25 07311 LAUNDRY SUPERVISOR
08 8300 2 Y 003N 014 15 07305 LAUNDRY WORKER 1
08 8300 2 Y 003N 014 16 07306 LAUNDRY WORKER 2
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02 2105 2 Y 002N 014 17 00638 LAW CLERK
02 2105 2 Y 021E 000 21 45020 LAW CLERK
02 2105 2 Y 002E 000 17 90638 LAW CLERK
02 2200 2 Y 010N 013 30 06068 LAW ENFORCEMENT INSTRUCTOR
02 2200 2 Y 010N 013 33 06077 LEGAL INSTRUCTOR
06 5700 2 Y 021E 000 17 45038 LEGAL SECRETARY 1
06 5700 2 Y 021E 000 20 45039 LEGAL SECRETARY 2
06 5700 2 Y 021E 000 22 45040 LEGAL SECRETARY 3
02 2430 0 N 010N 013 25 01315 LIBRARIAN 1
02 2430 0 N 010N 013 27 01316 LIBRARIAN 2
02 2430 0 N 010S 000 30 01321 LIBRARIAN SUPERVISOR
06 2440 2 Y 002N 014 17 01310 LIBRARY ASSOCIATE
02 2430 0 N 010N 013 29 01319 LIBRARY CONSULTANT
01 0430 0 N 010S 000 35 01322 LIBRARY PROGRAM DIRECTOR
06 2440 2 Y 004N 014 22 01313 LIBRARY RESOURCES TECHNICIAN
03 3500 2 Y 002N 014 26 02002 LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSE
03 3500 2 Y 002N 014 26 82002 LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSE
06 5220 2 Y 001N 014 20 15051 LICENSING ASSISTANT
04 3710 0 N 007S 000 35 16040 LIEUTENANT
01 6010 2 Y 006N 014 21 05117 LIVESTOCK INSPECTOR
07 7540 2 Y 003N 014 20+13.5% 08635 LOCKSMITH
02 2025 2 Y 004N 014 26 02600 LONG TERM CARE OMBUDSMAN
01 0010 0 N 004S 025 05 15935 LOTTERY CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
01 0040 1 N 004N 014 32 00925 LOTTERY COMMUNICATIONS COORD
01 0050 0 N 004S 025 01 15936 LOTTERY DIR OF RETAIL SERVICES
06 4800 1 N 004N 014 24 00915 LOTTERY DISTRICT SALES REP
01 0050 0 N 004S 025 04 15937 LOTTERY EXEC VP OF SALES
01 0050 0 N 004S 000 32 00918 LOTTERY REGIONAL SALES MANAGER
01 0430 0 N 004E 025 00 15923 LOTTERY SENIOR PROJECT DIRECTOR
01 0430 0 N 004E 025 02+10.3% 15926 LOTTERY V P GENERAL COUNSEL
01 0020 0 N 004S 025 02 15929 LOTTERY VICE PRES EXTERNAL REL
01 0120 0 N 004S 025 03 15933 LOTTERY VICE PRES FINANCE
01 0050 0 N 004S 025 02 15931 LOTTERY VICE PRES MARKETING
01 0430 0 N 004S 025 02 15932 LOTTERY VICE PRES SECURITY
01 0110 0 N 004S 025 02 15938 LOTTERY VP OF SYSTEMS
07 8030 2 Y 003N 014 24+13.5% 08305 MACHINIST
06 5850 2 Y 003N 014 13 00260 MAIL CLERK 1
06 5120 2 Y 003N 014 15 00261 MAIL CLERK 2
07 7340 2 Y 003N 014 26 30451 MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
07 7340 2 Y 003N 014 19 08010 MAINTENANCE LEADER
07 7340 2 Y 003N 014 19+13.5% 08016 MAINTENANCE REPAIRER
07 7340 0 N 003S 000 25 08021 MAINTENANCE REPAIRS SUPV
08 4250 2 Y 003N 014 14 08005 MAINTENANCE WORKER 1
07 7340 2 Y 003N 014 16 08006 MAINTENANCE WORKER 2
01 0430 0 N 007S 000 39 16060 MAJOR
01 0710 1 N 004N 014 22 00733 MANAGEMENT ANALYST 1
01 0710 1 N 004N 014 26 00734 MANAGEMENT ANALYST 2
01 0710 1 N 004N 014 30 00736 MANAGEMENT ANALYST 3
01 0710 1 N 004N 014 33 00737 MANAGEMENT ANALYST 4
07 6250 2 Y 003N 014 19+13.5% 08042 MASON
03 2900 2 Y 002N 014 24 14716 MASTER CONTROL OPERATIONS TECH
03 2900 2 Y 002N 014 27 14717 MASTER CONTROL OPR TECH SR
08 8740 2 Y 002N 014 24 04343 MATERIALS FABRICATION INSPEC 1
08 8740 2 Y 002N 014 26 04344 MATERIALS FABRICATION INSPEC 2
03 1550 2 Y 002N 014 22 04342 MATERIALS TECHNICIAN 3
03 1550 2 Y 002N 014 26 04345 MATERIALS TECHNICIAN 4
03 1550 2 Y 002N 014 28 04353 MATERIALS TECHNICIAN 5
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01 6010 2 Y 006N 014 21 05126 MEAT INSPECTOR
07 7210 2 Y 003N 014 22+13.5% 08375 MECHANIC
08 7610 2 Y 003N 014 19+13.5% 08370 MECHANIC HELPER
07 7000 0 N 003S 000 25 08382 MECHANIC SUPERVISOR
01 0350 0 N 004S 000 42 15264 MEDICAID ADMINISTRATOR
03 3300 2 Y 002N 014 19 02205 MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNICIAN
03 3300 2 Y 009N 009 25 02215 MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST
01 0565 2 Y 004N 014 29 00699 MEDICOLEGAL DEATH INVESTIGATOR
02 1710 2 Y 002N 014 29 05104 METROLOGIST
02 1610 1 N 009N 009 27 04421 MICROBIOLOGIST
02 1610 0 N 009S 000 30 04424 MICROBIOLOGIST SUPERVISOR
04 3850 0 N 006S 000 31 86362 MOTOR VEHICLE CAPTAIN
04 3850 0 N 006S 000 33 86364 MOTOR VEHICLE COMMANDER
04 3850 0 N 006S 000 35 86365 MOTOR VEHICLE COMMANDER UNIFRM
04 3850 2 Y 006N 014 27 86340 MOTOR VEHICLE INVESTIGATOR
04 3850 2 Y 006N 014 25 86360 MOTOR VEHICLE OFFICER
04 3850 2 Y 006N 014 27 86361 MOTOR VEHICLE SERGEANT
02 2400 2 Y 002N 014 16 01338 MUSEUM ASSISTANT
08 4540 2 Y 002N 014 18 01333 MUSEUM GUIDE
02 2400 2 Y 002N 014 25 01330 MUSEUM TECHNICIAN
03 1965 2 Y 003E 000 10 05300 NATURAL RESOURCES AIDE
02 1610 1 N 009N 009 28 05340 NATURAL RESOURCES BIOLOGIST
02 1610 0 N 004U 000 30 05353 NATURAL RESOURCES BIOMETRICIAN
03 1965 2 Y 002N 014 20 05301 NATURAL RESOURCES TECHNICIAN 1
03 1965 2 Y 002N 014 23 05331 NATURAL RESOURCES TECHNICIAN 2
02 3255 2 N 011N 014 31 02021 NURSE CLINICIAN
02 3255 0 N 011E 000 31 92021 NURSE CLINICIAN
02 3258 2 N 011N 014 36 02027 NURSE PRACTITIONER
02 3255 2 N 011N 014 32 02026 NURSE SPECIALIST
02 3255 0 N 011S 000 33 02022 NURSE SUPERVISOR
02 3255 0 N 011S 000 33 82022 NURSE SUPERVISOR
08 6050 2 Y 003N 014 15 05005 NURSERY WORKER 1
08 6050 2 Y 003E 000 15 95005 NURSERY WORKER 1
08 6050 2 Y 003N 014 19 05006 NURSERY WORKER 2
08 6050 2 Y 003E 000 19 95006 NURSERY WORKER 2
01 0350 0 N 011S 000 35 02035 NURSING SERVICES DIRECTOR
01 0350 0 N 011S 000 35 82035 NURSING SERVICES DIRECTOR
02 3255 1 N 004N 014 32 02045 NURSING STANDARDS REP
03 3510 2 Y 001N 014 20 02000 NURSING UNIT COORDINATOR
03 3510 2 Y 001N 014 20 82000 NURSING UNIT COORDINATOR
02 3150 1 N 011N 014 28 02118 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST 1
02 3150 0 N 011S 000 30 02119 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST 2
08 3610 2 Y 002N 014 20 02117 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY ASST
02 2710 2 Y 004N 014 22 14749 OPERATIONS ASSISTANT
07 6420 2 Y 003N 014 19+13.5% 08043 PAINTER 1
07 6420 2 Y 003N 014 21+13.5% 08044 PAINTER 2
06 2145 2 Y 002N 014 23 15004 PARALEGAL
06 2145 2 Y 021E 000 23 45004 PARALEGAL
06 2145 2 Y 002E 000 23 95004 PARALEGAL
02 1640 2 Y 002N 014 26 05335 PARK MANAGER
02 1640 2 Y 007N 017 28 05210 PARK RANGER
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 04 09102 PAROLE BOARD CHAIR
02 2015 2 Y 005N 009 27 06453 PAROLE BOARD LIAISON OFFICER
01 0020 0 N 024E 024 04 09103 PAROLE BOARD MEMBER
01 0020 0 N 024E 024 04 09100 PAROLE BOARD MEMBER ALTERNATE
01 0020 0 N 024E 024 04 09104 PAROLE BOARD VICE CHAIR
06 5620 2 Y 003N 014 18 08140 PARTS WORKER
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04 3850 2 Y 007E 000 18 15223 PEACE OFFICER CANDIDATE
02 2100 0 N 004E 000 40 00650 PENSION SYSTEM ATTORNEY
01 0710 0 N 004E 000 38 00718 PERFORMANCE RESULTS ADMIN.
01 0710 0 N 004E 000 35 00717 PERFORMANCE RESULTS FACLTATR
01 0710 0 N 004E 000 32 00715 PERFORMANCE RESULTS PRACTITION
01 6010 2 Y 006N 014 27 05145 PESTICIDE INVESTIGATOR
02 3050 1 N 011N 014 35 02226 PHARMACIST
08 3647 2 Y 002N 014 16 02225 PHARMACY ASSISTANT
02 3050 1 N 004N 014 37 02228 PHARMACY CONSULTANT
01 0350 0 N 004S 000 40 06440 PHARMACY DIRECTOR
02 3050 0 N 011S 000 37 02232 PHARMACY SUPERVISOR
08 3647 2 Y 002N 014 19 02227 PHARMACY TECHNICIAN
02 2910 2 Y 002N 014 22 08516 PHOTOGRAPHER
02 3160 1 N 011N 014 32 02130 PHYSICAL THERAPIST 1
02 3160 1 N 011N 014 34 02131 PHYSICAL THERAPIST 2
08 3620 2 Y 002N 014 18 02125 PHYSICAL THERAPY AIDE
02 3060 0 N 012U 000 55(-13) 15186 PHYSICIAN
02 3110 2 N 011N 014 36 02550 PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT
01 0350 0 N 012S 000 55(-13) 15187 PHYSICIAN SUPERVISOR
03 1550 2 Y 002N 014 15 04005 PLANNING AIDE 1
03 1550 2 Y 002N 014 18 04006 PLANNING AIDE 2
03 1550 2 Y 002N 014 21 04007 PLANNING AIDE 3
01 0430 0 N 002S 000 26 08425 PLANT OPERATIONS MANAGER 1
01 0430 0 N 002S 000 26 88425 PLANT OPERATIONS MANAGER 1
01 0430 0 N 002S 000 28 08426 PLANT OPERATIONS MANAGER 2
01 0430 0 N 002S 000 31 08427 PLANT OPERATIONS MANAGER 3
01 0430 0 N 002S 000 31 88427 PLANT OPERATIONS MANAGER 3
02 1600 1 N 009N 009 28 05160 PLANT PATHOLOGIST
07 6440 2 Y 003N 014 19+13.5% 08045 PLUMBER 1
07 6440 2 Y 003N 014 21+13.5% 08046 PLUMBER 2
03 1965 2 Y 006N 014 30 86400 POLYGRAPHER
07 8610 2 Y 003N 014 16+13.5% 08410 POWER PLANT ENGINEER 1
07 8610 2 Y 003N 014 18+13.5% 08415 POWER PLANT ENGINEER 2
07 8610 2 Y 003N 014 21+13.5% 08416 POWER PLANT ENGINEER 3
07 8610 2 Y 003N 014 21+13.5% 88416 POWER PLANT ENGINEER 3
07 8610 2 Y 003N 014 23+13.5% 08420 POWER PLANT ENGINEER 4
07 8610 2 Y 003N 014 23+13.5% 88420 POWER PLANT ENGINEER 4
02 2710 1 N 004N 014 27 14723 PRODUCER/DIRECTOR
02 2710 2 Y 004N 014 24 14731 PRODUCTION ASSISTANT
02 2710 0 N 004S 000 33 14713 PRODUCTION MANAGER
03 2900 2 Y 002N 014 24 14720 PRODUCTION TECHNICIAN
03 2900 2 Y 002N 014 27 14721 PRODUCTION TECHNICIAN SENIOR
01 0565 2 Y 004E 000 28 00400 PROFESSIONAL LICENSING INVSTGTR
02 1840 0 N 004S 000 32 04025 PROGRAM & PLANNING ADMIN
01 0430 0 N 010S 000 33 41005 PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR
02 1840 1 N 004N 014 23 04020 PROGRAM PLANNER 1
02 1840 1 N 004N 014 26 04022 PROGRAM PLANNER 2
02 1840 0 N 004E 000 26(-3) 94022 PROGRAM PLANNER 2
02 1840 1 N 004N 014 29 04023 PROGRAM PLANNER 3
02 1840 0 N 004E 000 29 94023 PROGRAM PLANNER 3
01 0810 1 N 004N 014 22 00367 PROPERTY APPRAISER 1
01 0810 1 N 004N 014 26 00368 PROPERTY APPRAISER 2
01 0810 1 N 004N 014 30 00369 PROPERTY APPRAISER 3
01 0810 1 N 004N 014 34 00370 PROPERTY APPRAISER 4
01 0410 0 N 024E 024 05 09099 PROPERTY ASSESSMENT APL BRD MBR
01 0740 2 Y 002N 014 23 03220 PSYCHIATRIC SECURITY SPECIALIST
02 1820 1 N 011N 014 28 03245 PSYCHOLOGIST 1
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02 1820 1 N 011N 014 28 83245 PSYCHOLOGIST 1
02 1820 1 N 011N 014 30 03246 PSYCHOLOGIST 2
02 1820 1 N 011N 014 30 83246 PSYCHOLOGIST 2
02 1820 1 N 011N 014 32 03248 PSYCHOLOGIST 3
02 1820 1 N 011N 014 32 83248 PSYCHOLOGIST 3
01 0350 0 N 011S 000 35 03249 PSYCHOLOGY ADMINISTRATOR
06 2016 2 Y 011N 014 23 03242 PSYCHOLOGY ASSISTANT
02 2100 1 N 004N 014 29 00633 PUBLIC DEFENDER 1
02 2100 1 N 004N 014 34 00634 PUBLIC DEFENDER 2
02 2100 1 N 004N 014 38 00635 PUBLIC DEFENDER 3
02 2100 1 N 004N 014 29 00629 PUBLIC DEFENDER FELLOW
02 2100 0 N 004S 000 39 00636 PUBLIC DEFENDER SUPERVISOR 1
02 2100 0 N 004S 000 42 00637 PUBLIC DEFENDER SUPERVISOR 2
01 0060 0 N 024S 024 04 09610 PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT REL BD CHAIR
01 0060 0 N 024E 024 04 09611 PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT REL BD MEMBER
01 0350 0 N 010S 000 44 02515 PUBLIC HEALTH DENTAL DIRECTOR
03 3310 1 N 011N 014 27 02430 PUBLIC HEALTH DENTAL HYGIENIST
02 2825 2 Y 004N 014 26 14737 PUBLIC INFORMATION ASSISTANT
01 0430 0 N 007S 000 39 10191 PUBLIC SAFETY ASSISTANT CHIEF
01 0020 0 N 004S 000 42 16075 PUBLIC SAFETY CHIEF
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 29 00781 PUBLIC SERVICE EXECUTIVE 1
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 32 00782 PUBLIC SERVICE EXECUTIVE 2
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 32 60782 PUBLIC SERVICE EXECUTIVE 2
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 35 00784 PUBLIC SERVICE EXECUTIVE 3
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 35 60784 PUBLIC SERVICE EXECUTIVE 3
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 38 00786 PUBLIC SERVICE EXECUTIVE 4
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 38 60786 PUBLIC SERVICE EXECUTIVE 4
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 38 80786 PUBLIC SERVICE EXECUTIVE 4
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 41 00787 PUBLIC SERVICE EXECUTIVE 5
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 41 80787 PUBLIC SERVICE EXECUTIVE 5
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 43 00788 PUBLIC SERVICE EXECUTIVE 6
06 5000 0 N 004S 000 22 00778 PUBLIC SERVICE SUPERVISOR 1
06 5000 0 N 004S 000 24 00779 PUBLIC SERVICE SUPERVISOR 2
06 5000 0 N 004S 000 27 00780 PUBLIC SERVICE SUPERVISOR 3
01 0530 1 N 004N 014 22 00210 PURCHASING AGENT 1
01 0530 1 N 004N 014 26 00211 PURCHASING AGENT 2
01 0530 1 N 004N 014 29 00212 PURCHASING AGENT 3
06 5150 2 Y 002N 014 18 00205 PURCHASING ASSISTANT
01 0020 0 N 024E 10,000 ST 09466 RACING & GAMING COMM MBR
01 0565 0 N 004E 000 38 15057 RACING STEWARD, EQUINE
02 3250 0 N 009E 000 39 15056 RACING VETERINARIAN CANINE
02 3250 0 N 009E 000 45 15055 RACING VETERINARIAN, EQUINE
03 3320 2 Y 002N 014 20 02209 RADIOLOGICAL TECHNOLOGIST 1
03 3320 2 Y 002N 014 21 02211 RADIOLOGICAL TECHNOLOGIST 2
06 5400 2 Y 001N 014 14 00006 RECEPTIONIST
08 4620 2 Y 003N 014 10 05200 RECREATIONAL AIDE
02 2010 2 Y 002N 014 22 00895 REFUGEE SPECIALIST 1
02 2010 2 Y 002N 014 24 00896 REFUGEE SPECIALIST 2
02 3255 2 N 011N 014 30 02020 REGISTERED NURSE
02 3255 2 N 011N 014 30 82020 REGISTERED NURSE
03 3540 2 Y 002N 014 18 02566 REHABILITATION ASSISTANT
02 2000 2 Y 005N 009 23 02567 REHABILITATION ASSOCIATE
02 2000 0 N 010N 013 32 37501 REHABILITATION CONSULTANT
02 2000 1 N 005N 009 28 02569 REHABILITATION COUNSELOR
02 2000 1 N 005N 009 30 02572 REHABILITATION COUNSELOR SPEC
02 2000 0 N 010N 013 32 36301 REHABILITATION REFERRAL SPEC
02 2000 0 N 005S 000 33 02573 REHABILITATION SUPERVISOR
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02 3150 0 N 010N 013 30 41006 REHABILITATION TECHNOLOGY SPEC
08 8830 2 Y 003N 014 20 08530 REPRODUCTION EQUIPMENT LEADER
08 8830 2 Y 003N 014 15 08525 REPRODUCTION EQUIPMENT OPER 1
08 8830 2 Y 003N 014 18 08526 REPRODUCTION EQUIPMENT OPER 2
08 3600 2 Y 002N 014 10 03200 RESIDENT AIDE
08 3600 0 N 002S 000 24 03203 RESIDENT TREATMENT SUPERVISOR
08 3600 2 Y 002N 014 22 03202 RESIDENT TREATMENT TECHNICIAN
08 3600 2 Y 002N 014 19 03201 RESIDENT TREATMENT WORKER
01 0710 1 N 004N 014 33 31305 RESOURCE MANAGER
03 3420 2 Y 002N 014 23 02200 RESPIRATORY THERAPY TECHNICIAN
01 0850 2 Y 002N 014 24(-2) 00846 RETIRE BENEFITS OFFICER
01 0850 2 Y 002N 014 27 00847 RETIRE BENEFITS OFFICER SR
06 5860 2 Y 002N 014 20(-3) 00845 RETIRE BENEFITS TECHNICIAN
01 0565 2 Y 002N 014 24 00849 RETIRE COMPLIANCE OFFICER
01 0565 2 Y 002N 014 27 00848 RETIRE COMPLIANCE OFFICER SR
01 0850 1 N 004N 014 27 00841 RETIRE INVESTMENT OFFICER 1
01 0850 1 N 004N 014 31 00842 RETIRE INVESTMENT OFFICER 2
01 0850 1 N 004N 014 35 00843 RETIRE INVESTMENT OFFICER 3
01 0850 1 N 004N 014 39 00844 RETIRE INVESTMENT OFFICER 4
06 5860 2 Y 002N 014 23 00840 RETIRE INVESTMENT TECHNICIAN
01 0930 2 Y 002N 014 20 00354 REVENUE AGENT 1
01 0930 2 Y 002N 014 23 00355 REVENUE AGENT 2
01 0930 2 Y 002N 014 27 00356 REVENUE AGENT 3
02 0800 1 N 004N 014 27 00343 REVENUE AUDITOR 2
02 0800 1 N 004N 014 29 00344 REVENUE AUDITOR 3
01 0930 1 N 004N 014 21 00350 REVENUE EXAMINER 1
01 0930 1 N 004N 014 25 00351 REVENUE EXAMINER 2
01 0930 1 N 004N 014 27 00357 REVENUE EXAMINER 3
01 0810 2 Y 004N 014 23 04110 RIGHT OF WAY AGENT 1
01 0810 2 Y 004N 014 27 04111 RIGHT OF WAY AGENT 2
01 0810 2 Y 004N 014 29 04112 RIGHT OF WAY AGENT 3
01 0810 1 N 004N 014 30 04113 RIGHT OF WAY AGENT 4
01 0810 2 Y 002N 014 21 04107 RIGHT OF WAY AIDE 3
01 0810 2 Y 002N 014 24 04108 RIGHT OF WAY AIDE 4
02 1300 0 N 008U 000 25 04235 ROADSIDE DEVELOPMENT SPEC 1
02 1300 0 N 008U 000 28 04236 ROADSIDE DEVELOPMENT SPEC 2
02 1300 0 N 008U 000 31 04237 ROADSIDE DEVELOPMENT SPEC 3
03 3540 1 N 006N 014 30 00676 SAFETY INSPECTION COORDINATOR
03 3540 1 N 004N 014 26 00761 SAFETY OFFICER
03 3540 1 N 004N 014 26 80761 SAFETY OFFICER
03 3540 2 Y 004N 014 26 00666 SAFETY/HEALTH CONSULTANT
06 5260 2 Y 003U 000 02 14990 SEASONAL AIDE
06 5700 2 Y 001N 014 17 00025 SECRETARY 1
06 5700 2 Y 001E 000 17 90025 SECRETARY 1
06 5700 2 Y 001N 014 20 00026 SECRETARY 2
06 5700 2 Y 001E 000 20 90026 SECRETARY 2
06 5700 2 Y 001N 014 22 15002 SECRETARY 3
06 5700 2 Y 001E 000 22 95002 SECRETARY 3
06 5700 2 Y 021E 000 16 45044 SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST
04 3930 2 Y 006N 014 15 07110 SECURITY GUARD 1
04 3930 2 Y 006N 014 17 07111 SECURITY GUARD 2
04 3930 2 Y 006N 014 20 07113 SECURITY GUARD 3
04 3800 2 Y 006N 014 25 86409 SENIOR CORRECTIONAL OFFICER
03 3540 1 N 009N 009 30 00674 SENIOR INDUSTRIAL HYGIENIST
02 2710 0 N 004S 000 32 14722 SENIOR PRODUCER/DIRECTOR
03 1550 2 Y 006N 014 26 86467 SENIOR STATE INDUSTRIES TECH
02 2000 2 Y 010N 013 28 41151 SENIOR SVC SPEC FOR THE BLIND 1
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02 2000 2 Y 010N 013 29 41192 SENIOR SVC SPEC FOR THE BLIND 2
02 2000 0 N 010S 000 32 41121 SENIOR SVC SPEC FOR THE BLIND 3
02 1360 0 N 008U 000 37 04245 SENIOR TRANSPORTATION ENGIN
01 0900 1 N 004N 014 33 00531 SENIOR UTILITY ANALYST
04 3710 0 N 007S 000 33 16030 SERGEANT
08 8320 2 Y 003N 014 14 07320 SEWING ROOM ATTENDANT 1
08 8320 2 Y 003N 014 16 07321 SEWING ROOM ATTENDANT 2
08 7750 2 Y 003N 014 16 08346 SIGN FABRICATOR 1
08 7750 2 Y 003N 014 19 08347 SIGN FABRICATOR 2
01 0420 0 N 005S 000 33 03037 SOCIAL WORK ADMINISTRATOR
06 2016 2 Y 002N 014 19 03010 SOCIAL WORK ASSOCIATE
01 0420 0 N 005S 000 30 03025 SOCIAL WORK SUPERVISOR
02 2010 2 Y 005N 009 25 03011 SOCIAL WORKER 2
02 2010 2 Y 011N 014 25 23013 SOCIAL WORKER 2
02 2010 2 Y 005N 009 27 03016 SOCIAL WORKER 3
02 2010 2 Y 011N 014 27 23016 SOCIAL WORKER 3
02 2010 1 N 005N 009 28 03017 SOCIAL WORKER 4
02 2010 1 N 005N 009 29 03018 SOCIAL WORKER 5
02 2010 1 N 005N 009 30 03019 SOCIAL WORKER 6
02 1640 2 Y 002N 014 16 05465 SOIL CONSERVATION TECHNICIAN 1
02 1640 2 Y 002N 014 18 05466 SOIL CONSERVATION TECHNICIAN 2
02 1640 2 Y 002N 014 21 05467 SOIL CONSERVATION TECHNICIAN 3
03 1930 2 Y 002N 014 24 04310 SOILS PARTY CHIEF
02 1600 0 N 002S 000 28 04312 SOILS PARTY SUPERVISOR
04 3820 2 Y 007N 007 27 10100 SPECIAL AGENT 1
04 3820 2 Y 007N 007 32 10170 SPECIAL AGENT 2
04 3710 0 N 007S 000 37 10188 SPECIAL AGENT IN CHARGE
04 3910 2 Y 004N 014 29 80690 SPECIAL INVESTIGATOR
02 3230 1 N 011N 014 27 02135 SPEECH/LANGUAGE PATHOLOGIST 1
02 3230 1 N 011N 014 29 02136 SPEECH/LANGUAGE PATHOLOGIST 2
02 1710 0 N 004E 000 35 14563 STATE CLIMATOLOGIST
01 0430 0 N 006S 000 37 14558 STATE ENTOMOLOGIST
03 1550 2 Y 006N 014 28 86469 STATE INDUSTRIES PROD COORD
06 4850 2 Y 002N 014 23 06460 STATE INDUSTRIES SALES REP
03 1550 0 N 006S 000 30 86468 STATE INDUSTRIES SUPERVISOR
03 1550 2 Y 006N 014 25 86465 STATE INDUSTRIES TECHNICIAN
01 0565 0 N 009S 000 57 15190 STATE MEDICAL EXAMINER
01 0020 0 N 024S 024 05 09483 STATE PUBLIC DEFENDER
02 0630 0 N 004S MIL RANK 02 10020 STATE QUARTERMASTER
01 0020 0 N 004S 000 40 15300 STATE TREASURER DEPUTY
06 5920 2 Y 002N 014 17 00741 STATISTICAL ASSISTANT
02 1240 1 N 004N 014 22 00743 STATISTICAL RESEARCH ANALYST 1
02 1240 1 N 004N 014 25 00744 STATISTICAL RESEARCH ANALYST 2
02 1240 1 N 004N 014 29 00746 STATISTICAL RESEARCH ANALYST 3
06 5620 2 Y 003N 014 13 00235 STOREKEEPER 1
06 5620 2 Y 003N 014 16 00236 STOREKEEPER 2
06 5620 2 Y 003N 014 16 80236 STOREKEEPER 2
06 4700 2 Y 003N 014 19 00237 STOREKEEPER 3
06 5620 2 Y 003N 014 19 80237 STOREKEEPER 3
03 2900 2 Y 002N 014 24 14754 STUDIO ENGINEER
03 2900 2 Y 002N 014 30 14759 STUDIO ENGINEER ADVANCED
03 2900 2 Y 002N 014 27 14757 STUDIO ENGINEER SENIOR
01 0020 0 N 024S 024 06 09470 SUPERINTENDENT BANKING DIV
01 0020 0 N 024S 024 06 09226 SUPERINTENDENT CREDIT UNION DIV
03 1560 2 Y 002N 014 26 04326 SURVEY PARTY CHIEF
02 1310 0 N 002S 000 33 04330 SURVEYS MANAGER
02 2000 2 Y 010N 013 22 41050 SVCS SPEC FOR THE BLIND 1
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02 2000 2 Y 010N 013 26 41120 SVCS SPEC FOR THE BLIND 2
02 0800 1 N 004N 014 29 00883 TAX PERFORM SYSTEM ANALYST
01 0930 2 Y 004N 014 29 00375 TAXPAYER SERVICE SPECIALIST
02 1050 2 Y 002N 014 24 00134 TECHNICAL SERVICE SPEC SENIOR
06 5240 2 Y 002N 014 21 00133 TECHNICAL SERVICE SPECIALIST
01 0930 1 N 004N 014 29 00360 TECHNICAL TAX SPECIALIST 1
01 0930 1 N 004N 014 32 00361 TECHNICAL TAX SPECIALIST 2
01 0930 1 N 004N 014 34 00362 TECHNICAL TAX SPECIALIST 3
02 1107 1 N 004N 014 35 00130 TECHNOLOGY ACCOUNT MANAGER
02 1815 1 N 004N 014 30 04793 TELECOMM MARKETING ANALYST
02 1815 1 N 004N 014 32 04794 TELECOMM MARKETING ANALYST SR
02 1106 1 N 004N 014 40(-6) 04789 TELECOMM TECH ENT EXP
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 40 04786 TELECOMMUNICATIONS ADMIN
02 1106 0 N 008U 000 31 04779 TELECOMMUNICATIONS DESIGN SPEC
02 1106 0 N 008U 000 34(-6) 04788 TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENG SENIOR
02 1106 0 N 008U 000 32(-6) 04787 TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENGINEER
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 34(-6) 04784 TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGER
06 5020 2 Y 001N 014 18 04705 TELECOMMUNICATIONS OPERATOR
02 1106 1 N 004N 014 35 04799 TELECOMMUNICATIONS SALES ENGR
02 1106 1 N 004N 014 34(-6) 04781 TELECOMMUNICATIONS SPEC SENIOR
02 1106 1 N 004N 014 32(-6) 04780 TELECOMMUNICATIONS SPECIALIST
06 5020 2 Y 001N 014 12 00035 TELEPHONE OPERATOR
03 3420 2 Y 002N 014 17 07340 THERAPEUTIC TECHNICIAN
08 4540 2 Y 003E 000 14 01363 TOURISM GUIDE
08 9410 2 Y 006N 014 32 00684 TRACK INSPECTOR
08 7610 2 Y 003N 014 15+13.5% 08015 TRADES HELPER
01 0650 2 Y 010N 013 27(-5) 00763 TRAINING SPECIALIST 1
01 0650 2 Y 010N 013 27(-5) 80763 TRAINING SPECIALIST 1
01 0650 2 Y 010E 000 27(-5) 90763 TRAINING SPECIALIST 1
01 0650 0 N 010N 013 30 00768 TRAINING SPECIALIST 2
01 0650 0 N 010E 000 30 90768 TRAINING SPECIALIST 2
03 2900 2 Y 002N 014 24 14751 TRANSMITTER ENGINEER
03 2900 2 Y 002N 014 30 14753 TRANSMITTER ENGINEER ADVANCED
03 2900 2 Y 002N 014 27 14752 TRANSMITTER ENGINEER SENIOR
08 9150 2 Y 003N 014 18+13.5% 08210 TRANSPORT DRIVER
08 9410 2 Y 002E 000 13 04304 TRANSPORTATION AIDE
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 43(-5) 04251 TRANSPORTATION DIV DIRECTOR
02 1360 0 N 008U 000 35 04244 TRANSPORTATION ENG SPECIALIST
02 1360 0 N 008U 000 32 04243 TRANSPORTATION ENGINEER
01 0430 0 N 008S 000 37 04248 TRANSPORTATION ENGINEER ADMIN
01 0430 0 N 008S 000 40 04249 TRANSPORTATION ENGINEER EXEC
02 1360 0 N 008U 000 29(-3) 04219 TRANSPORTATION ENGINEER INTERN
02 1360 2 Y 008U 000 29(-3) 54219 TRANSPORTATION ENGINEER INTERN
01 0430 0 N 008S 000 35 04247 TRANSPORTATION ENGINEER MGR
02 1840 0 N 008U 000 29(-5) 04049 TRANSPORTATION PLANNER 1
02 1840 0 N 008U 000 31 04051 TRANSPORTATION PLANNER 2
02 1840 0 N 008U 000 33 04052 TRANSPORTATION PLANNER 3
02 1840 0 N 008U 000 35 04054 TRANSPORTATION PLANNER 4
02 1360 2 Y 002E 000 20 04220 TRANSPORTATION STUDENT CO-OP
01 0840 1 N 004N 014 22 00685 TREASURY INVESTMENT OFFICER 1
01 0840 1 N 004N 014 26 00686 TREASURY INVESTMENT OFFICER 2
01 0350 0 N 011S 000 34 03233 TREATMENT PROGRAM ADMIN
01 0350 0 N 011S 000 28 03232 TREATMENT PROGRAM MANAGER
01 0350 0 N 011S 000 27 03230 TREATMENT PROGRAM SUPERVISOR
01 0350 0 N 011S 000 31 03235 TREATMENT SERVICES DIRECTOR
01 0350 0 N 011S 000 31 83235 TREATMENT SERVICES DIRECTOR
04 3850 2 Y 007N 007 24 15999 TROOPER 1
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04 3850 2 Y 007N 007 29 16000 TROOPER 2
04 3850 2 Y 007N 007 79 16005 TROOPER 3
04 3850 2 Y 007N 007 30 16010 TROOPER PILOT
04 3850 2 Y 007N 007 80 16015 TROOPER PILOT SENIOR
06 5820 2 Y 001N 014 13 00012 TYPIST
06 5820 2 Y 001N 014 15 00013 TYPIST-ADVANCED
01 0540 0 N 004S 000 30 00827 UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE MGR
01 0430 0 N 024S 024 06 09472 UTILITIES BOARD CHAIR
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 44 15659 UTILITIES BOARD GEN COUNSEL
01 0020 0 N 024E 024 06 09473 UTILITIES BOARD MEMBER
02 1530 0 N 008U 000 29 00543 UTILITIES REGULATION ENGINEER 1
02 1530 0 N 008U 000 34 00545 UTILITIES REGULATION ENGINEER 2
02 1530 0 N 008U 000 37 00546 UTILITIES REGULATION ENGINEER 3
01 0565 2 Y 002N 014 28+25.0% 00556 UTILITIES REGULATION INSPECTOR
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 39 00535 UTILITY ADMINISTRATOR 1
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 43 00538 UTILITY ADMINISTRATOR 2
01 0900 1 N 004N 014 25 00528 UTILITY ANALYST 1
01 0900 1 N 004N 014 29 00529 UTILITY ANALYST 2
02 2100 0 N 004E 000 36 00560 UTILITY ATTORNEY 1
02 2100 0 N 004E 000 42 00561 UTILITY ATTORNEY 2
06 5860 2 Y 001N 014 10 00010 UTILITY OFFICE WORKER
01 0900 1 N 004N 014 36 00532 UTILITY SPECIALIST
06 5530 2 Y 003E 000 10 00005 UTILITY WORKER
02 2200 0 N 010N 013 27 14710 UTILIZATION SPECIALIST
06 5520 2 Y 003N 014 17 08215 VEHICLE DISPATCHER
07 9000 0 N 003S 000 21 08220 VEHICLE FLEET SUPERVISOR
01 0640 2 Y 002N 014 23 00855 VETERANS BENEFITS SPECIALIST
02 3250 1 N 009N 009 33 05138 VETERINARIAN
02 3250 0 N 009S 000 34 05139 VETERINARIAN SUPERVISOR
02 2920 0 N 004E 000 29 14728 VIDEO PRODUCTION COORDINATOR
02 2200 2 Y 002N 014 23 01035 VOCATIONAL INSTRUCTOR
02 2000 1 N 005N 009 26 02576 VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION SPEC
08 9620 2 Y 003N 014 16+13.5% 00252 WAREHOUSE OPERATIONS WORKER
07 9000 0 N 003S 000 24 00256 WAREHOUSE SUPERVISOR
01 0510 0 N 006S 000 27 00484 WAREHOUSE/GRAIN DLR EXAM SUPR
01 0510 2 Y 006N 014 24 00482 WAREHOUSE/GRAIN DLR EXAMINER
07 8620 2 Y 003N 014 17+13.5% 08405 WATER & DISPOSAL PLANT OPER 1
07 8620 2 Y 003N 014 20+13.5% 08406 WATER & DISPOSAL PLANT OPER 2
08 8740 2 Y 006N 014 20 05101 WEIGHTS & MEASURES INSPECTOR
08 8140 2 Y 003N 014 22+13.5% 08310 WELDER
06 5820 2 Y 001N 014 15 00060 WORD PROCESSOR 1
06 5820 2 Y 001N 014 16 00061 WORD PROCESSOR 2
06 5820 2 Y 001N 014 19 00063 WORD PROCESSOR 3
01 0020 0 N 024S 024 05 09356 WORKERS COMPENSATION COMM
02 0630 2 Y 002N 014 24 00807 WORKFORCE ADVISOR
06 5400 2 Y 002N 014 18 00806 WORKFORCE ASSOCIATE
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 30 00815 WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
01 0430 0 N 002S 000 26 00813 WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT SUPV
02 0630 1 N 004N 014 30 00809 WORKFORCE PROGRAM COORD
02 2000 2 Y 005N 009 25 03054 YOUTH COUNSELOR
02 2000 0 N 005S 000 28 03057 YOUTH COUNSELOR SUPERVISOR
02 2010 2 Y 002N 014 21 03047 YOUTH SERVICES TECHNICIAN
02 2010 2 Y 002N 014 19 03040 YOUTH SERVICES WORKER
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06 5530 2 Y 003E 000 10 00005 UTILITY WORKER
06 5400 2 Y 001N 014 14 00006 RECEPTIONIST
06 5860 2 Y 001N 014 10 00010 UTILITY OFFICE WORKER
06 5260 2 Y 001N 014 12 00011 CLERK
06 5820 2 Y 001N 014 13 00012 TYPIST
06 5820 2 Y 001N 014 15 00013 TYPIST-ADVANCED
06 5860 2 Y 001N 014 14 00017 CLERK-ADVANCED
06 5860 2 Y 001N 014 18 00018 CLERK-SPECIALIST
06 5700 2 Y 001N 014 17 00025 SECRETARY 1
06 5700 2 Y 001N 014 20 00026 SECRETARY 2
06 5020 2 Y 001N 014 12 00035 TELEPHONE OPERATOR
06 5820 2 Y 001N 014 15 00060 WORD PROCESSOR 1
06 5820 2 Y 001N 014 16 00061 WORD PROCESSOR 2
06 5820 2 Y 001N 014 19 00063 WORD PROCESSOR 3
06 5800 2 Y 001N 014 14 00114 INFO TECH SUPPORT WORKER 1
06 5800 2 Y 001N 014 17 00115 INFO TECH SUPPORT WORKER 2
06 5800 2 Y 001N 014 19 00116 INFO TECH SUPPORT WORKER 3
06 5800 2 Y 001N 014 21 00117 INFO TECH SUPPORT WORKER 4
02 1007 2 Y 004N 014 23 00118 INFO TECH SPECIALIST 1
02 1007 2 Y 004N 014 26 00119 INFO TECH SPECIALIST 2
02 1007 2 Y 004N 014 29 00120 INFO TECH SPECIALIST 3
02 1007 1 N 004N 014 32 00121 INFO TECH SPECIALIST 4
02 1007 1 N 004N 014 35 00122 INFO TECH SPECIALIST 5
06 5000 0 N 001S 000 24 00124 INFO TECH SUPERVISOR 1
06 5000 0 N 001S 000 27 00125 INFO TECH SUPERVISOR 2
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 34 00126 INFO TECH ADMIN 1
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 37 00127 INFO TECH ADMIN 2
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 40 00128 INFO TECH ADMIN 3
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 43 00129 INFO TECH ADMIN 4
02 1107 1 N 004N 014 35 00130 TECHNOLOGY ACCOUNT MANAGER
06 5240 2 Y 002N 014 21 00133 TECHNICAL SERVICE SPECIALIST
02 1050 2 Y 002N 014 24 00134 TECHNICAL SERVICE SPEC SENIOR
01 0430 1 N 004N 014 45(-9) 00160 INFO TECH ENTERPRISE EXPERT
06 5150 2 Y 002N 014 18 00205 PURCHASING ASSISTANT
01 0530 1 N 004N 014 22 00210 PURCHASING AGENT 1
01 0530 1 N 004N 014 26 00211 PURCHASING AGENT 2
01 0530 1 N 004N 014 29 00212 PURCHASING AGENT 3
06 5620 2 Y 003N 014 13 00235 STOREKEEPER 1
06 5620 2 Y 003N 014 16 00236 STOREKEEPER 2
06 4700 2 Y 003N 014 19 00237 STOREKEEPER 3
08 9620 2 Y 003N 014 16+13.5% 00252 WAREHOUSE OPERATIONS WORKER
07 9000 0 N 003S 000 24 00256 WAREHOUSE SUPERVISOR
06 5850 2 Y 003N 014 13 00260 MAIL CLERK 1
06 5120 2 Y 003N 014 15 00261 MAIL CLERK 2
06 5120 2 Y 002N 014 17 00290 ACCOUNTING TECHNICIAN 1
06 5120 2 Y 002N 014 20 00292 ACCOUNTING TECHNICIAN 2
06 5120 2 Y 002N 014 23 00294 ACCOUNTING TECHNICIAN 3
06 5120 2 Y 001N 014 14 00305 ACCOUNTING CLERK 1
06 5120 2 Y 001N 014 17 00306 ACCOUNTING CLERK 2
06 5120 2 Y 001N 014 19 00307 ACCOUNTING CLERK 3
02 0800 1 N 004N 014 22 00309 ACCOUNTANT/AUDITOR 1
02 0800 1 N 004N 014 26 00311 ACCOUNTANT 2
02 0800 1 N 004N 014 30 00312 ACCOUNTANT 3
02 0800 0 N 004S 000 30 00314 ACCOUNTANT 3 (SUPV)
02 0800 0 N 004S 000 34 00315 ACCOUNTANT 4
02 0800 1 N 004N 014 37 00318 IOWA FINANCE AUTH-COMPTROLLER
02 0800 1 N 004N 014 26 00327 FIELD AUDITOR
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02 0800 1 N 004N 014 29 00335 INTERNAL AUDITOR
02 0800 1 N 004N 014 27 00343 REVENUE AUDITOR 2
02 0800 1 N 004N 014 29 00344 REVENUE AUDITOR 3
01 0930 1 N 004N 014 21 00350 REVENUE EXAMINER 1
01 0930 1 N 004N 014 25 00351 REVENUE EXAMINER 2
01 0930 2 Y 002N 014 20 00354 REVENUE AGENT 1
01 0930 2 Y 002N 014 23 00355 REVENUE AGENT 2
01 0930 2 Y 002N 014 27 00356 REVENUE AGENT 3
01 0930 1 N 004N 014 27 00357 REVENUE EXAMINER 3
01 0930 1 N 004N 014 29 00360 TECHNICAL TAX SPECIALIST 1
01 0930 1 N 004N 014 32 00361 TECHNICAL TAX SPECIALIST 2
01 0930 1 N 004N 014 34 00362 TECHNICAL TAX SPECIALIST 3
01 0810 1 N 004N 014 22 00367 PROPERTY APPRAISER 1
01 0810 1 N 004N 014 26 00368 PROPERTY APPRAISER 2
01 0810 1 N 004N 014 30 00369 PROPERTY APPRAISER 3
01 0810 1 N 004N 014 34 00370 PROPERTY APPRAISER 4
01 0930 2 Y 004N 014 29 00375 TAXPAYER SERVICE SPECIALIST
01 0565 2 Y 004E 000 28 00400 PROFESSIONAL LICENSING INVSTGTR
01 0900 0 N 004E 000 38(-13) 00406 BANK EXAMINER
01 0900 0 N 004E 000 41 00408 BANK EXAMINER SENIOR
01 0120 0 N 004S 000 46 00409 BANK EXAM REGIONAL MNGR
01 0900 0 N 004E 000 44 00415 BANK ANALYST
01 0120 0 N 004S 000 48 00417 BANK BUREAU CHIEF
01 0900 0 N 004E 000 34(-9) 00420 CREDIT UNION EXAMINER
01 0900 0 N 004E 000 37 00422 CREDIT UNION EXAMINER SENIOR
01 0120 0 N 004S 000 46(-4) 00430 CREDIT UNION EXAMINER SUPV
01 0540 1 N 004N 014 27 00444 INSURANCE COMPANY EXAMINER
01 0540 1 N 004N 014 30 00445 INSURANCE COMPANY EXAM SR
01 0540 1 N 004N 014 33 00447 INSURANCE COMPANY EXAM SPEC
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 37 00450 INSURANCE CO EXAM DEP ADMIN
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 43 00451 INSURANCE CO EXAM ADMIN
01 0540 2 Y 004N 014 26 00452 INSURANCE CLAIMS INVESTIGATOR
01 0540 2 Y 004N 014 28 00453 INSURANCE PROGRAM SPECIALIST
01 0540 1 N 004N 014 30 00454 INSURANCE COMPLAINT ANALYST
01 0540 1 N 004N 014 30 00455 INSURANCE POLICY ANALYST
02 1200 0 N 004E 000 43 00456 ACTUARY SENIOR
02 1200 1 N 004N 014 30 00464 ACTUARIAL ASSISTANT
02 1200 1 N 004N 014 33 00465 ACTUARY
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 48 00466 ACTUARIAL ADMINISTRATOR
02 1200 1 N 004N 014 40 00467 ACTUARY A.S.A.
01 0510 2 Y 006N 014 24 00482 WAREHOUSE/GRAIN DLR EXAMINER
01 0510 0 N 006S 000 27 00484 WAREHOUSE/GRAIN DLR EXAM SUPR
01 0900 1 N 004N 014 25 00528 UTILITY ANALYST 1
01 0900 1 N 004N 014 29 00529 UTILITY ANALYST 2
01 0900 1 N 004N 014 33 00531 SENIOR UTILITY ANALYST
01 0900 1 N 004N 014 36 00532 UTILITY SPECIALIST
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 39 00535 UTILITY ADMINISTRATOR 1
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 43 00538 UTILITY ADMINISTRATOR 2
02 1530 0 N 008U 000 29 00543 UTILITIES REGULATION ENGINEER 1
02 1530 0 N 008U 000 34 00545 UTILITIES REGULATION ENGINEER 2
02 1530 0 N 008U 000 37 00546 UTILITIES REGULATION ENGINEER 3
01 0565 2 Y 002N 014 28+25.0% 00556 UTILITIES REGULATION INSPECTOR
02 2100 0 N 004E 000 36 00560 UTILITY ATTORNEY 1
02 2100 0 N 004E 000 42 00561 UTILITY ATTORNEY 2
02 2100 1 N 004N 014 29 00629 PUBLIC DEFENDER FELLOW
02 2100 1 N 004N 014 29 00630 APPELLATE DEFENDER 1
02 2100 1 N 004N 014 34 00631 APPELLATE DEFENDER 2
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02 2100 1 N 004N 014 38 00632 APPELLATE DEFENDER 3
02 2100 1 N 004N 014 29 00633 PUBLIC DEFENDER 1
02 2100 1 N 004N 014 34 00634 PUBLIC DEFENDER 2
02 2100 1 N 004N 014 38 00635 PUBLIC DEFENDER 3
02 2100 0 N 004S 000 39 00636 PUBLIC DEFENDER SUPERVISOR 1
02 2100 0 N 004S 000 42 00637 PUBLIC DEFENDER SUPERVISOR 2
02 2105 2 Y 002N 014 17 00638 LAW CLERK
01 0135 1 N 004N 014 38 00639 DEPUTY WORKERS COMP COMM
01 0565 1 N 004N 014 29 00640 COMPLIANCE OFFICER 1
01 0565 1 N 004N 014 32 00641 COMPLIANCE OFFICER 2
02 2100 1 N 004N 014 29 00643 ATTORNEY 1
02 2100 1 N 004N 014 33 00644 ATTORNEY 2
02 2100 1 N 004N 014 38 00645 ATTORNEY 3
02 2100 0 N 004S 000 41 00646 GENERAL COUNSEL SUPERVISOR
02 2100 0 N 004E 000 40 00650 PENSION SYSTEM ATTORNEY
02 2100 0 N 004E 000 41 00655 IOWA FIN AUTH GEN COUNSEL
02 2100 1 N 004N 014 35 00656 COMMERCIAL ATTORNEY
02 2100 0 N 004S 000 38 00657 COMMERCIAL ATTORNEY SUPERVISOR
03 3540 2 Y 004N 014 26 00666 SAFETY/HEALTH CONSULTANT
03 3540 0 N 008U 000 35 00670 LABOR SAFETY OFFICER
03 3540 1 N 009N 009 30 00674 SENIOR INDUSTRIAL HYGIENIST
01 6660 2 Y 006N 014 26 00675 ELEVATOR/AMUSEMENT RIDE INSPTOR
03 3540 1 N 006N 014 30 00676 SAFETY INSPECTION COORDINATOR
08 9410 2 Y 006N 014 32 00684 TRACK INSPECTOR
01 0840 1 N 004N 014 22 00685 TREASURY INVESTMENT OFFICER 1
01 0840 1 N 004N 014 26 00686 TREASURY INVESTMENT OFFICER 2
01 0540 2 Y 004N 014 23 00695 INVESTIGATOR 1
01 0540 2 Y 004N 014 26 00696 INVESTIGATOR 2
01 0540 2 Y 004N 014 28 00697 INVESTIGATOR 3
01 0565 2 Y 004N 014 29 00699 MEDICOLEGAL DEATH INVESTIGATOR
06 5700 2 Y 002E 000 17(-15) 00705 ADMIN INTERN
06 5700 2 Y 002N 014 21 00708 ADMIN ASSISTANT 1
06 5700 2 Y 002N 014 24 00709 ADMIN ASSISTANT 2
01 0430 1 N 004N 014 29 00710 EXEC OFF 1
01 0430 1 N 004N 014 32 00711 EXEC OFF 2
01 0430 1 N 004N 014 35 00712 EXEC OFF 3
01 0430 1 N 004N 014 38 00713 EXEC OFF 4
01 0430 1 N 004N 014 41 00714 EXEC OFF 5
01 0710 0 N 004E 000 32 00715 PERFORMANCE RESULTS PRACTITION
01 0710 0 N 004E 000 35 00717 PERFORMANCE RESULTS FACLTATR
01 0710 0 N 004E 000 38 00718 PERFORMANCE RESULTS ADMIN.
01 0820 0 N 004E 000 35(-3) 00719 FISCAL & POLICY ANALYST SENIOR
01 0820 0 N 004E 000 32(-5) 00720 FISCAL & POLICY ANALYST
01 0820 1 N 004N 014 23 00721 BUDGET ANALYST 1
01 0820 1 N 004N 014 26 00722 BUDGET ANALYST 2
01 0820 1 N 004N 014 30 00723 BUDGET ANALYST 3
01 0820 0 N 004E 000 38(-2) 00728 FISCAL & POLICY ANALYST PRINC
01 0710 1 N 004N 014 22 00733 MANAGEMENT ANALYST 1
01 0710 1 N 004N 014 26 00734 MANAGEMENT ANALYST 2
01 0710 1 N 004N 014 30 00736 MANAGEMENT ANALYST 3
01 0710 1 N 004N 014 33 00737 MANAGEMENT ANALYST 4
06 5920 2 Y 002N 014 17 00741 STATISTICAL ASSISTANT
02 1240 1 N 004N 014 22 00743 STATISTICAL RESEARCH ANALYST 1
02 1240 1 N 004N 014 25 00744 STATISTICAL RESEARCH ANALYST 2
02 1240 1 N 004N 014 29 00746 STATISTICAL RESEARCH ANALYST 3
01 0710 1 N 004N 014 35 00748 DATA WAREHOUSE ANALYST
02 2825 2 Y 004N 014 21 00750 INFO SPECIALIST 1
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02 2825 2 Y 004N 014 25 00751 INFO SPECIALIST 2
02 2825 1 N 004N 014 30 00754 INFO SPECIALIST 3
02 0630 0 N 004E 000 27(-3) 00756 HR PROFESSIONAL 1
02 0630 0 N 004E 000 32(-3) 00757 HR PROFESSIONAL 2
02 0630 0 N 004E 000 35 00758 HR PROGRAM COORD
03 3540 1 N 004N 014 26 00761 SAFETY OFFICER
01 0650 2 Y 010N 013 27(-5) 00763 TRAINING SPECIALIST 1
01 0650 0 N 010N 013 30 00768 TRAINING SPECIALIST 2
06 5140 2 Y 001E 000 20(-3) 00770 HR TECHNICAL ASST
06 5360 2 Y 002E 000 22 00771 HR TECHNICAL SPEC
06 5360 2 Y 002E 000 24 00772 HUMAN RESOURCES ASSOCIATE
06 5000 0 N 004S 000 22 00778 PUBLIC SERVICE SUPERVISOR 1
06 5000 0 N 004S 000 24 00779 PUBLIC SERVICE SUPERVISOR 2
06 5000 0 N 004S 000 27 00780 PUBLIC SERVICE SUPERVISOR 3
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 29 00781 PUBLIC SERVICE EXECUTIVE 1
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 32 00782 PUBLIC SERVICE EXECUTIVE 2
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 35 00784 PUBLIC SERVICE EXECUTIVE 3
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 38 00786 PUBLIC SERVICE EXECUTIVE 4
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 41 00787 PUBLIC SERVICE EXECUTIVE 5
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 43 00788 PUBLIC SERVICE EXECUTIVE 6
02 2110 1 N 004N 014 35 00790 ADMIN LAW JUDGE 1
02 2110 1 N 004N 014 38 00791 ADMIN LAW JUDGE 2
02 2110 0 N 004S 000 39 00792 ADMIN LAW JUDGE 3
06 5400 2 Y 002N 014 18 00806 WORKFORCE ASSOCIATE
02 0630 2 Y 002N 014 24 00807 WORKFORCE ADVISOR
02 0630 1 N 004N 014 30 00809 WORKFORCE PROGRAM COORD
01 0430 0 N 002S 000 26 00813 WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT SUPV
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 30 00815 WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
02 2825 1 N 004N 014 26 00817 BUSINESS MRKTNG SPEC. WF DEVELP
01 0540 0 N 004S 000 30 00827 UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE MGR
01 0010 0 N 004S 000 40 00833 CHIEF BENEFITS OFFICER
01 0010 0 N 004E 000 45 00834 CHIEF RISK OFFICER
01 0010 0 N 004S 000 48 00837 CHIEF INVESTMENT OFFICER
01 0010 0 N 004S 000 49 00838 IPERS CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
06 5860 2 Y 002N 014 23 00840 RETIRE INVESTMENT TECHNICIAN
01 0850 1 N 004N 014 27 00841 RETIRE INVESTMENT OFFICER 1
01 0850 1 N 004N 014 31 00842 RETIRE INVESTMENT OFFICER 2
01 0850 1 N 004N 014 35 00843 RETIRE INVESTMENT OFFICER 3
01 0850 1 N 004N 014 39 00844 RETIRE INVESTMENT OFFICER 4
06 5860 2 Y 002N 014 20(-3) 00845 RETIRE BENEFITS TECHNICIAN
01 0850 2 Y 002N 014 24(-2) 00846 RETIRE BENEFITS OFFICER
01 0850 2 Y 002N 014 27 00847 RETIRE BENEFITS OFFICER SR
01 0565 2 Y 002N 014 27 00848 RETIRE COMPLIANCE OFFICER SR
01 0565 2 Y 002N 014 24 00849 RETIRE COMPLIANCE OFFICER
01 0640 2 Y 002N 014 23 00855 VETERANS BENEFITS SPECIALIST
02 1800 1 N 004N 014 22 00870 LABOR MARKET RESEARCH ECON 1
02 1800 1 N 004N 014 26 00871 LABOR MARKET RESEARCH ECON 2
02 1800 1 N 004N 014 28 00872 LABOR MARKET RESEARCH ECON 3
02 0800 1 N 004N 014 23 00881 JOB INSURANCE QUALITY AUDITOR 1
02 0800 1 N 004N 014 26 00882 JOB INSURANCE QUALITY AUDITOR 2
02 0800 1 N 004N 014 29 00883 TAX PERFORM SYSTEM ANALYST
02 0800 0 N 004S 000 30 00884 JOB INSURANCE QUALITY MANAGER
01 0540 1 N 004N 014 25 00888 EMPLOYER LIABILITY SPECIALIST
02 2010 2 Y 002N 014 22 00895 REFUGEE SPECIALIST 1
02 2010 2 Y 002N 014 24 00896 REFUGEE SPECIALIST 2
01 0850 1 N 004N 014 27 00905 KEY ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
06 4800 1 N 004N 014 24 00915 LOTTERY DISTRICT SALES REP
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01 0050 0 N 004S 000 32 00918 LOTTERY REGIONAL SALES MANAGER
01 0040 1 N 004N 014 32 00925 LOTTERY COMMUNICATIONS COORD
06 2540 2 Y 002N 014 18 01005 EDUCATION AIDE
02 2320 0 N 010N 013 27(-2) 01015 EDUCATOR
01 0230 0 N 010S 000 32 01027 EDUCATION ADMINISTRATOR
02 2200 2 Y 002N 014 23 01035 VOCATIONAL INSTRUCTOR
02 2200 2 Y 002N 014 25 01037 CERTIFIED VOCATIONAL INSTRUCTOR
02 2550 0 N 010N 013 32 01071 EDUCATION PROGRAM CONSULTANT
06 2440 2 Y 002N 014 17 01310 LIBRARY ASSOCIATE
06 2440 2 Y 004N 014 22 01313 LIBRARY RESOURCES TECHNICIAN
02 2430 0 N 010N 013 25 01315 LIBRARIAN 1
02 2430 0 N 010N 013 27 01316 LIBRARIAN 2
02 2430 0 N 010N 013 29 01319 LIBRARY CONSULTANT
02 2430 0 N 010S 000 30 01321 LIBRARIAN SUPERVISOR
01 0430 0 N 010S 000 35 01322 LIBRARY PROGRAM DIRECTOR
02 2400 0 N 004S 000 30 01328 ARCHIVIST SUPERVISOR
02 2400 2 Y 002N 014 25 01330 MUSEUM TECHNICIAN
08 4540 2 Y 002N 014 18 01333 MUSEUM GUIDE
02 2400 1 N 004N 014 28 01337 HISTORICAL PROGRAM SPECIALIST
02 2400 2 Y 002N 014 16 01338 MUSEUM ASSISTANT
08 4540 2 Y 003E 000 14 01363 TOURISM GUIDE
03 3510 2 Y 001N 014 20 02000 NURSING UNIT COORDINATOR
03 3500 2 Y 002N 014 26 02002 LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSE
02 3255 2 N 011N 014 30 02020 REGISTERED NURSE
02 3255 2 N 011N 014 31 02021 NURSE CLINICIAN
02 3255 0 N 011S 000 33 02022 NURSE SUPERVISOR
02 3255 2 N 011N 014 32 02026 NURSE SPECIALIST
02 3258 2 N 011N 014 36 02027 NURSE PRACTITIONER
01 0350 0 N 011S 000 35 02035 NURSING SERVICES DIRECTOR
01 0430 0 N 011S 000 37 02041 ADMIN OF NURSING
02 3255 1 N 004N 014 32 02045 NURSING STANDARDS REP
02 2025 0 N 010N 013 30 02060 COMMUNITY HEALTH CONSULTANT
02 2025 2 Y 002N 014 15 02085 CENTRAL SUPPLY WORKER
08 4620 2 Y 002N 014 18 02105 ACTIVITIES AIDE
08 4620 2 Y 002N 014 19 02107 ACTIVITIES ASSISTANT
08 4620 2 N 011N 014 25 02110 ACTIVITIES SPECIALIST 1
08 4620 2 N 011N 014 28 02111 ACTIVITIES SPECIALIST 2
01 0430 0 N 011S 000 28 02112 ACTIVITIES SPECIALIST SUPV
01 0430 0 N 011S 000 31 02115 DIR OF ACTIVITIES
08 3610 2 Y 002N 014 20 02117 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY ASST
02 3150 1 N 011N 014 28 02118 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST 1
02 3150 0 N 011S 000 30 02119 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST 2
08 3620 2 Y 002N 014 18 02125 PHYSICAL THERAPY AIDE
02 3160 1 N 011N 014 32 02130 PHYSICAL THERAPIST 1
02 3160 1 N 011N 014 34 02131 PHYSICAL THERAPIST 2
02 3230 1 N 011N 014 27 02135 SPEECH/LANGUAGE PATHOLOGIST 1
02 3230 1 N 011N 014 29 02136 SPEECH/LANGUAGE PATHOLOGIST 2
02 3140 1 N 011N 014 26 02138 AUDIOLOGIST
03 3420 2 Y 002N 014 23 02200 RESPIRATORY THERAPY TECHNICIAN
03 1965 2 Y 002N 014 17 02202 FORENSIC MORGUE ATTENDANT
03 1965 2 Y 002N 014 20 02203 FORENSIC AUTOPSY TECHNICIAN
03 3300 2 Y 002N 014 19 02205 MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNICIAN
03 3320 2 Y 002N 014 20 02209 RADIOLOGICAL TECHNOLOGIST 1
03 3320 2 Y 002N 014 21 02211 RADIOLOGICAL TECHNOLOGIST 2
03 3300 2 Y 009N 009 25 02215 MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST
08 3640 2 Y 002N 014 17 02220 DENTAL ASSISTANT
03 3310 2 Y 011N 014 25 02222 DENTAL HYGIENIST
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08 3647 2 Y 002N 014 16 02225 PHARMACY ASSISTANT
02 3050 1 N 011N 014 35 02226 PHARMACIST
08 3647 2 Y 002N 014 19 02227 PHARMACY TECHNICIAN
02 3050 1 N 004N 014 37 02228 PHARMACY CONSULTANT
01 0540 2 Y 004N 014 29 02230 HEALTH PROFESSIONS INVEST
02 3050 0 N 011S 000 37 02232 PHARMACY SUPERVISOR
01 0540 0 N 011S 000 34 02235 CHIEF HEALTH PROFESSION INVEST
02 1650 2 Y 006N 014 25 02425 DISEASE PREVENTION SPECIALIST
03 3310 1 N 011N 014 27 02430 PUBLIC HEALTH DENTAL HYGIENIST
02 3010 0 N 012U 000 47(-2) 02505 DENTIST
01 0350 0 N 010S 000 44 02515 PUBLIC HEALTH DENTAL DIRECTOR
02 3110 2 N 011N 014 36 02550 PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT
03 3540 2 Y 002N 014 18 02566 REHABILITATION ASSISTANT
02 2000 2 Y 005N 009 23 02567 REHABILITATION ASSOCIATE
02 2000 1 N 005N 009 28 02569 REHABILITATION COUNSELOR
02 2000 1 N 005N 009 30 02572 REHABILITATION COUNSELOR SPEC
02 2000 0 N 005S 000 33 02573 REHABILITATION SUPERVISOR
02 2000 1 N 005N 009 26 02576 VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION SPEC
02 2860 2 Y 002N 014 22 02585 BRAILLE TRANSCRIBER
02 2025 2 Y 004N 014 26 02600 LONG TERM CARE OMBUDSMAN
06 2016 2 Y 002N 014 19 03010 SOCIAL WORK ASSOCIATE
02 2010 2 Y 005N 009 25 03011 SOCIAL WORKER 2
02 2010 2 Y 005N 009 27 03016 SOCIAL WORKER 3
02 2010 1 N 005N 009 28 03017 SOCIAL WORKER 4
02 2010 1 N 005N 009 29 03018 SOCIAL WORKER 5
02 2010 1 N 005N 009 30 03019 SOCIAL WORKER 6
01 0420 0 N 005S 000 30 03025 SOCIAL WORK SUPERVISOR
01 0430 0 N 004E 000 30 03035 HUMAN SERV QUAL ASSURANCE COORD
01 0420 0 N 005S 000 33 03037 SOCIAL WORK ADMINISTRATOR
02 2010 2 Y 002N 014 19 03040 YOUTH SERVICES WORKER
02 2010 2 Y 002N 014 21 03047 YOUTH SERVICES TECHNICIAN
02 2000 2 Y 005N 009 25 03054 YOUTH COUNSELOR
02 2000 0 N 005S 000 28 03057 YOUTH COUNSELOR SUPERVISOR
06 5250 2 Y 005N 009 24 03089 INCOME MAINT WORKER 2
06 5250 2 Y 005N 009 25 03092 INCOME MAINT WORKER 3
06 5250 1 N 005N 009 27 03093 INCOME MAINT WORKER 4
06 5250 1 N 005N 009 29 03094 INCOME MAINT WORKER 5
06 5250 1 N 005N 009 30 03095 INCOME MAINT WORKER 6
02 2825 2 Y 005N 009 26 03150 DISABILITIES CONSULTANT
06 5250 0 N 005S 000 29 03161 INCOME MAINT SUPERVISOR
06 5250 0 N 005S 000 31 03162 INCOME MAINT ADMINISTRATOR
06 5250 2 Y 005N 009 27 03174 DISABILITY EXAMINER
06 5250 2 Y 005N 009 29 03177 DISABILITY EXAMINER SPECIALIST
06 5250 1 N 005N 009 31 03178 DISABILITY EXAMINER SPEC ADV
08 3600 2 Y 002N 014 10 03200 RESIDENT AIDE
08 3600 2 Y 002N 014 19 03201 RESIDENT TREATMENT WORKER
08 3600 2 Y 002N 014 22 03202 RESIDENT TREATMENT TECHNICIAN
08 3600 0 N 002S 000 24 03203 RESIDENT TREATMENT SUPERVISOR
01 0740 2 Y 002N 014 23 03220 PSYCHIATRIC SECURITY SPECIALIST
01 0350 0 N 011S 000 27 03230 TREATMENT PROGRAM SUPERVISOR
01 0350 0 N 011S 000 28 03232 TREATMENT PROGRAM MANAGER
01 0350 0 N 011S 000 34 03233 TREATMENT PROGRAM ADMIN
01 0350 0 N 011S 000 31 03235 TREATMENT SERVICES DIRECTOR
06 2016 2 Y 011N 014 23 03242 PSYCHOLOGY ASSISTANT
02 1820 1 N 011N 014 28 03245 PSYCHOLOGIST 1
02 1820 1 N 011N 014 30 03246 PSYCHOLOGIST 2
02 1820 1 N 011N 014 32 03248 PSYCHOLOGIST 3
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01 0350 0 N 011S 000 35 03249 PSYCHOLOGY ADMINISTRATOR
02 2000 2 Y 002N 014 20 03251 DRUG ABUSE COUNSELOR 1
02 2000 2 Y 002N 014 23 03252 DRUG ABUSE COUNSELOR 2
02 2040 1 N 005N 009 28 03310 CHAPLAIN
01 0565 2 Y 004N 014 24 03313 AFFIRMATIVE ACTION COMPL OFF 1
01 0565 2 Y 004N 014 28 03314 AFFIRMATIVE ACTION COMPL OFF 2
06 5100 2 Y 005N 009 24 03345 CHILD SUPPORT RECOVERY OFFICER
06 5000 0 N 005S 000 30 03346 CHILD SUPPORT RECOVERY SUPV
01 0565 2 Y 005N 009 27 03437 CIVIL RIGHTS SPECIALIST
03 1550 2 Y 002N 014 15 04005 PLANNING AIDE 1
03 1550 2 Y 002N 014 18 04006 PLANNING AIDE 2
03 1550 2 Y 002N 014 21 04007 PLANNING AIDE 3
01 0740 2 Y 004N 014 27 04016 DISASTER PROJECT SPECIALIST 1
01 0740 2 Y 004N 014 30 04017 DISASTER PROJECT SPECIALIST 2
02 1840 1 N 004N 014 23 04020 PROGRAM PLANNER 1
02 1840 1 N 004N 014 26 04022 PROGRAM PLANNER 2
02 1840 1 N 004N 014 29 04023 PROGRAM PLANNER 3
02 1840 0 N 004S 000 32 04025 PROGRAM & PLANNING ADMIN
02 1840 0 N 008U 000 29(-5) 04049 TRANSPORTATION PLANNER 1
02 1840 0 N 008U 000 31 04051 TRANSPORTATION PLANNER 2
02 1840 0 N 008U 000 33 04052 TRANSPORTATION PLANNER 3
02 1840 0 N 008U 000 35 04054 TRANSPORTATION PLANNER 4
01 0810 2 Y 002N 014 21 04107 RIGHT OF WAY AIDE 3
01 0810 2 Y 002N 014 24 04108 RIGHT OF WAY AIDE 4
01 0810 2 Y 004N 014 23 04110 RIGHT OF WAY AGENT 1
01 0810 2 Y 004N 014 27 04111 RIGHT OF WAY AGENT 2
01 0810 2 Y 004N 014 29 04112 RIGHT OF WAY AGENT 3
01 0810 1 N 004N 014 30 04113 RIGHT OF WAY AGENT 4
02 1360 0 N 008U 000 29(-3) 04219 TRANSPORTATION ENGINEER INTERN
02 1360 2 Y 002E 000 20 04220 TRANSPORTATION STUDENT CO-OP
02 1300 0 N 008U 000 25 04235 ROADSIDE DEVELOPMENT SPEC 1
02 1300 0 N 008U 000 28 04236 ROADSIDE DEVELOPMENT SPEC 2
02 1300 0 N 008U 000 31 04237 ROADSIDE DEVELOPMENT SPEC 3
02 1310 0 N 008U 000 29 04240 LAND SURVEYOR
02 1310 0 N 008U 000 32 04241 LAND SURVEYOR SENIOR
02 1360 0 N 008U 000 32 04243 TRANSPORTATION ENGINEER
02 1360 0 N 008U 000 35 04244 TRANSPORTATION ENG SPECIALIST
02 1360 0 N 008U 000 37 04245 SENIOR TRANSPORTATION ENGIN
01 0430 0 N 008S 000 35 04247 TRANSPORTATION ENGINEER MGR
01 0430 0 N 008S 000 37 04248 TRANSPORTATION ENGINEER ADMIN
01 0430 0 N 008S 000 40 04249 TRANSPORTATION ENGINEER EXEC
01 0300 0 N 008S 000 46 04250 HIGHWAY DIVISION ADMINISTRATOR
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 43(-5) 04251 TRANSPORTATION DIV DIRECTOR
02 1360 2 Y 008U 000 29 04255 FACILITIES ENGINEER ASSOC
02 1530 0 N 008U 000 31 04256 FACILITIES ENGINEER 1
02 1530 0 N 008U 000 34 04257 FACILITIES ENGINEER 2
02 1360 2 Y 008U 000 29(-3) 04260 CONSTRUCTION/DESIGN ENG ASSOC
02 1360 0 N 008U 000 31 04261 CONSTRUCTION/DESIGN ENGINEER
02 1360 0 N 008U 000 34 04262 CONSTRUCTION/DESIGN ENGNR SR
08 9410 2 Y 002E 000 13 04304 TRANSPORTATION AIDE
03 1930 2 Y 002N 014 21 04308 ASST SOILS PARTY CHIEF
03 1930 2 Y 002N 014 24 04310 SOILS PARTY CHIEF
02 1600 0 N 002S 000 28 04312 SOILS PARTY SUPERVISOR
08 6600 2 Y 002N 014 19 04319 CONSTRUCTION TECHNICIAN ASST
08 6260 2 Y 002N 014 24 04320 CONSTRUCTION TECHNICIAN
07 6200 2 Y 002N 014 26 04321 CONSTRUCTION TECHNICIAN SR
07 6200 0 N 002S 000 30 04322 CONSTRUCTION TECHNICIAN SUPVR
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03 1550 2 Y 002N 014 29 04323 ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN SR
03 1560 2 Y 002N 014 23 04325 ASST SURVEY PARTY CHIEF
03 1560 2 Y 002N 014 26 04326 SURVEY PARTY CHIEF
02 1310 0 N 002S 000 33 04330 SURVEYS MANAGER
03 1550 2 Y 002N 014 22 04342 MATERIALS TECHNICIAN 3
08 8740 2 Y 002N 014 24 04343 MATERIALS FABRICATION INSPEC 1
08 8740 2 Y 002N 014 26 04344 MATERIALS FABRICATION INSPEC 2
03 1550 2 Y 002N 014 26 04345 MATERIALS TECHNICIAN 4
03 1550 2 Y 002N 014 28 04353 MATERIALS TECHNICIAN 5
03 1540 2 Y 002N 014 25 04363 ARCHITECTURAL TECHNICIAN 1
03 1540 2 Y 002N 014 27 04364 ARCHITECTURAL TECHNICIAN 2
03 1540 2 Y 002N 014 18 04370 DESIGN TECHNICIAN ASSOCIATE
03 1540 2 Y 002N 014 26 04371 DESIGN TECHNICIAN
03 1540 2 Y 002N 014 28 04372 DESIGN TECHNICIAN SPECIALIST
06 5860 2 Y 002N 014 21 04380 ENGINEERING OFFICE ASST 1
06 5860 2 Y 002N 014 24 04381 ENGINEERING OFFICE ASST 2
03 1550 2 Y 004N 014 27 04385 ENGINEERING OPERATIONS TECH
03 1930 2 Y 002N 014 19 04401 GEOLOGICAL TECHNICIAN
02 1740 1 N 009N 009 28 04404 GEOLOGIST 2
02 1740 1 N 009N 009 31 04407 GEOLOGIST 3
02 1720 1 N 009N 009 27 04414 CHEMIST
02 1720 0 N 009S 000 30 04417 CHEMIST SUPERVISOR
02 1610 1 N 009N 009 27 04421 MICROBIOLOGIST
02 1610 0 N 009S 000 30 04424 MICROBIOLOGIST SUPERVISOR
02 1700 1 N 009N 009 27 04507 HEALTH PHYSICIST 1
02 1700 1 N 009N 009 30 04508 HEALTH PHYSICIST 2
02 1700 1 N 009N 009 32 04509 HEALTH PHYSICIST 3
02 1740 1 N 009N 009 27 04513 ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIALIST
02 1420 0 N 008U 000 30 04514 ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEER
02 1740 0 N 009S 000 34 04516 ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAM SUPV
02 1740 1 N 009N 009 30 04519 ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIALIST SENIOR
02 1420 0 N 008U 000 34 04522 ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEER SENIOR
02 2025 1 N 004N 014 33 04524 HEALTH FACILITIES OFFICER 1
02 2025 0 N 004S 000 35 04525 HEALTH FACILITIES OFFICER 2
02 2025 2 Y 004N 014 31 04538 HEALTH FACILITIES SURVEYOR
02 2025 2 Y 004N 014 31 04540 ADULT SERVICES MONITOR
06 5020 2 Y 001N 014 18 04705 TELECOMMUNICATIONS OPERATOR
06 5520 2 Y 002N 014 20 04715 COMMUNICATIONS CENTER SPEC 1
06 5520 2 Y 002N 014 22 04717 COMMUNICATIONS CENTER SPEC 2
07 7020 2 Y 002N 014 22 04735 COMMUNICATIONS TECHNICIAN 1
07 7020 2 Y 002N 014 25 04736 COMMUNICATIONS TECHNICIAN 2
07 7020 2 Y 002N 014 27 04737 COMMUNICATIONS TECHNICIAN 3
03 1550 2 Y 002N 014 28 04742 ELECTRONIC ENGINEER TECHNICIAN
02 1106 0 N 008U 000 30 04775 COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEER
02 1106 0 N 008S 000 35 04778 CHIEF COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEER
02 1106 0 N 008U 000 31 04779 TELECOMMUNICATIONS DESIGN SPEC
02 1106 1 N 004N 014 32(-6) 04780 TELECOMMUNICATIONS SPECIALIST
02 1106 1 N 004N 014 34(-6) 04781 TELECOMMUNICATIONS SPEC SENIOR
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 34(-6) 04784 TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGER
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 40 04786 TELECOMMUNICATIONS ADMIN
02 1106 0 N 008U 000 32(-6) 04787 TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENGINEER
02 1106 0 N 008U 000 34(-6) 04788 TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENG SENIOR
02 1106 1 N 004N 014 40(-6) 04789 TELECOMM TECH ENT EXP
02 1107 1 N 004N 014 33 04792 ICN BUSINESS DEVEL MANAGER
02 1815 1 N 004N 014 30 04793 TELECOMM MARKETING ANALYST
02 1815 1 N 004N 014 32 04794 TELECOMM MARKETING ANALYST SR
06 4850 1 N 004N 014 32 04796 ACCOUNT CONSULTANT
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02 1106 1 N 004N 014 35 04799 TELECOMMUNICATIONS SALES ENGR
08 6050 2 Y 003N 014 15 05005 NURSERY WORKER 1
08 6050 2 Y 003N 014 19 05006 NURSERY WORKER 2
08 8740 2 Y 006N 014 20 05101 WEIGHTS & MEASURES INSPECTOR
02 1710 2 Y 002N 014 29 05104 METROLOGIST
01 6010 2 Y 006N 014 22 05112 DAIRY PRODUCTS INSPECTOR
01 6010 2 Y 006N 014 21 05117 LIVESTOCK INSPECTOR
01 6010 2 Y 006N 014 27 05120 AGRICULTURE COMPLIANCE INVEST
01 6010 2 Y 006N 014 21 05126 MEAT INSPECTOR
01 0735 1 N 004N 014 27 05134 AGRICULTURE MARKETING SPEC
02 3250 1 N 009N 009 33 05138 VETERINARIAN
02 3250 0 N 009S 000 34 05139 VETERINARIAN SUPERVISOR
08 6050 2 Y 006N 014 19 05140 APIARY INSPECTOR
01 6010 2 Y 006N 014 21 05144 AGRICULTURE PRODUCTS INSPECTOR
01 6010 2 Y 006N 014 27 05145 PESTICIDE INVESTIGATOR
02 1600 1 N 009N 009 28 05160 PLANT PATHOLOGIST
02 1610 1 N 009N 009 27 05162 ENTOMOLOGIST
03 1920 2 Y 002N 014 16 05166 LABORATORY ASSISTANT 2
08 4620 2 Y 003N 014 10 05200 RECREATIONAL AIDE
02 1640 2 Y 007N 017 28 05210 PARK RANGER
03 1965 2 Y 003E 000 10 05300 NATURAL RESOURCES AIDE
03 1965 2 Y 002N 014 20 05301 NATURAL RESOURCES TECHNICIAN 1
03 1965 2 Y 002N 014 23 05331 NATURAL RESOURCES TECHNICIAN 2
02 1640 2 Y 002N 014 26 05335 PARK MANAGER
02 1610 1 N 009N 009 28 05340 NATURAL RESOURCES BIOLOGIST
02 1610 0 N 004U 000 30 05353 NATURAL RESOURCES BIOMETRICIAN
04 3830 2 Y 007N 017 28 05355 CONSERVATION OFFICER
02 1640 1 N 009N 009 28 05414 FORESTER 2
02 1640 0 N 009U 000 30 05417 FORESTER 3
02 1640 2 Y 002N 014 16 05465 SOIL CONSERVATION TECHNICIAN 1
02 1640 2 Y 002N 014 18 05466 SOIL CONSERVATION TECHNICIAN 2
02 1640 2 Y 002N 014 21 05467 SOIL CONSERVATION TECHNICIAN 3
03 1965 2 Y 002U 000 23 06014 FORENSIC SCIENCE TECHNICIAN
03 1965 2 Y 002N 014 23 06015 EVIDENCE TECHNICIAN
03 1965 2 Y 009N 009 32 06018 CRIMINALIST
04 3820 2 Y 004N 014 24 06019 CRIMINAL INTELLIGENCE ANALYST
04 3820 2 Y 004N 014 27 06020 CRIMINAL INTEL ANALYST SR.
04 3820 2 Y 004N 014 30 06021 CRIMINAL INTEL ANALYST ADVANCED
04 3820 0 N 004S 000 33 06022 CRIMINAL INTEL ANALYST SUPV.
03 1965 0 N 009S 000 34 06024 CRIMINALIST SUPERVISOR
01 0360 0 N 009S 000 39 06025 CRIME LABORATORY ADMINISTRATOR
03 1965 2 Y 002N 014 22 06030 FINGERPRINT TECHNICIAN
02 2200 2 Y 010N 013 30 06068 LAW ENFORCEMENT INSTRUCTOR
02 2200 2 Y 010N 013 33 06077 LEGAL INSTRUCTOR
06 5220 2 Y 001N 014 17 06298 DRIVERS LICENSE CLERK
06 5220 2 Y 001N 014 20 06299 DRIVERS LICENSE CLERK SENIOR
06 5220 2 Y 006N 014 23 06300 DRIVERS LICENSE EXAMINER
02 2110 2 Y 002N 014 26 06302 DRIVERS LICENSE HEARING OFFICER
06 5000 0 N 004S 000 24 06303 DRIVER LICENSE SUPERVISOR 1
06 5000 0 N 004S 000 27 06304 DRIVER LICENSE SUPERVISOR 2
01 0430 0 N 005S 000 36 06425 DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT
01 0350 0 N 004S 000 40 06440 PHARMACY DIRECTOR
01 0020 0 N 005S 000 43 06444 DEPUTY CORRECTIONS PROG ADMIN
02 2015 2 Y 005N 009 27 06453 PAROLE BOARD LIAISON OFFICER
06 4850 2 Y 002N 014 23 06460 STATE INDUSTRIES SALES REP
08 4220 2 Y 003N 014 13 07005 CUSTODIAL WORKER
08 4220 2 Y 003N 014 15 07010 CUSTODIAL LEADER
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08 4220 2 Y 003N 014 18 07015 CUSTODIAL ASSISTANT
08 4220 0 N 003S 000 21 07017 CUSTODIAL SUPERVISOR
04 3930 2 Y 006N 014 15 07110 SECURITY GUARD 1
04 3930 2 Y 006N 014 17 07111 SECURITY GUARD 2
04 3930 2 Y 006N 014 20 07113 SECURITY GUARD 3
04 3740 2 Y 006N 014 23 07130 AIRPORT FIREFIGHTER
04 3720 0 N 006S 000 29 07131 AIRPORT ASSISTANT FIRE CHIEF
08 4120 2 Y 003N 014 13 07200 FOOD SERVICE WORKER
08 4030 2 Y 003N 014 13 07215 INGREDIENT ROOM WORKER 1
08 4030 2 Y 003N 014 15 07216 INGREDIENT ROOM WORKER 2
08 4020 2 Y 003N 014 14 07220 COOK 1
08 4020 2 Y 003N 014 17 07221 COOK 2
08 7800 2 Y 003N 014 14 07225 BAKER
08 4010 0 N 003S 000 23 07235 FOOD PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
06 4720 2 Y 003N 014 13 07240 CANTEEN CLERK
06 4720 2 Y 003N 014 15 07245 CANTEEN OPERATOR 1
08 4010 0 N 011S 000 26 07250 FOOD SERVICES ASSISTANT DIR
08 4010 0 N 011S 000 25 07252 FOOD SERVICES DIRECTOR 1
08 4010 0 N 011S 000 27 07253 FOOD SERVICES DIRECTOR 2
08 4010 0 N 011S 000 32 07254 FOOD SERVICES DIRECTOR 3
08 8300 2 Y 003N 014 15 07305 LAUNDRY WORKER 1
08 8300 2 Y 003N 014 16 07306 LAUNDRY WORKER 2
08 8300 0 N 003S 000 25 07311 LAUNDRY SUPERVISOR
08 8320 2 Y 003N 014 14 07320 SEWING ROOM ATTENDANT 1
08 8320 2 Y 003N 014 16 07321 SEWING ROOM ATTENDANT 2
03 3420 2 Y 002N 014 17 07340 THERAPEUTIC TECHNICIAN
02 3030 1 N 011N 014 26 07344 CLINICAL DIETITIAN
07 7315 2 Y 002N 014 20 08000 CONTROL CENTER OPERATOR
07 7315 2 Y 002N 014 25 08004 ENERGY MANAGEMENT TECHNICIAN
08 4250 2 Y 003N 014 14 08005 MAINTENANCE WORKER 1
07 7340 2 Y 003N 014 16 08006 MAINTENANCE WORKER 2
07 7340 2 Y 003N 014 19 08010 MAINTENANCE LEADER
07 7340 2 Y 003N 014 22 08012 FACILITIES MAINTENANCE COORD
08 7610 2 Y 003N 014 15+13.5% 08015 TRADES HELPER
07 7340 2 Y 003N 014 19+13.5% 08016 MAINTENANCE REPAIRER
07 7340 0 N 003S 000 25 08021 MAINTENANCE REPAIRS SUPV
07 6355 2 Y 003N 014 28 08028 ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE SPEC
07 8450 2 Y 003N 014 16+13.5% 08039 FURNITURE UPHOLSTERER
07 6230 2 Y 003N 014 19+13.5% 08040 CARPENTER 1
07 6230 2 Y 003N 014 21+13.5% 08041 CARPENTER 2
07 6250 2 Y 003N 014 19+13.5% 08042 MASON
07 6420 2 Y 003N 014 19+13.5% 08043 PAINTER 1
07 6420 2 Y 003N 014 21+13.5% 08044 PAINTER 2
07 6440 2 Y 003N 014 19+13.5% 08045 PLUMBER 1
07 6440 2 Y 003N 014 21+13.5% 08046 PLUMBER 2
07 6730 2 Y 003N 014 20 08111 EQUIPMENT OPERATOR
07 6730 2 Y 003N 014 22 08113 EQUIPMENT OPERATOR SENIOR
07 6730 2 Y 003N 014 26 08115 GARAGE OPERATIONS ASSISTANT
07 7000 0 N 003S 000 31 08117 HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE SUPV
07 6730 2 Y 003N 014 20 08121 HIGHWAY TECHNICIAN ASSOCIATE
07 6730 2 Y 003N 014 22 08122 HIGHWAY TECHNICIAN
07 6730 2 Y 003N 014 24 08123 HIGHWAY TECHNICIAN SENIOR
01 6660 2 Y 002N 014 23 08133 BRIDGE INSPECTOR 1
01 6660 2 Y 002N 014 27 08137 BRIDGE INSPECTOR 2
06 5620 2 Y 003N 014 18 08140 PARTS WORKER
08 9140 2 Y 003N 014 16 08205 DRIVER
08 9150 2 Y 003N 014 18+13.5% 08210 TRANSPORT DRIVER
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06 5520 2 Y 003N 014 17 08215 VEHICLE DISPATCHER
07 9000 0 N 003S 000 21 08220 VEHICLE FLEET SUPERVISOR
07 6320 2 Y 003N 014 18+13.5% 08230 HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATOR
07 8030 2 Y 003N 014 24+13.5% 08305 MACHINIST
08 8140 2 Y 003N 014 22+13.5% 08310 WELDER
07 7315 2 Y 003N 014 23+13.5% 08323 HVAC TECHNICIAN
07 6355 2 Y 003N 014 25+13.5% 08326 ELECTRICIAN
01 6660 2 Y 006N 014 29 08328 ELECTRICAL INSPECTOR
01 6660 0 N 006S 000 31 08329 ELECTRICAL INSPECTOR SUPV
07 7315 2 Y 003N 014 25+13.5% 08330 HVAC COORDINATOR
08 7750 2 Y 003N 014 16 08346 SIGN FABRICATOR 1
08 7750 2 Y 003N 014 19 08347 SIGN FABRICATOR 2
07 7200 2 Y 003N 014 14 08365 AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE WORKER
08 7610 2 Y 003N 014 19+13.5% 08370 MECHANIC HELPER
07 7210 2 Y 003N 014 22+13.5% 08375 MECHANIC
07 7000 0 N 003S 000 25 08382 MECHANIC SUPERVISOR
07 7000 0 N 003S 000 27 08385 AUTOMOTIVE SHOP SUPERVISOR
07 7210 2 Y 003N 014 27 08390 DISTRICT MECHANIC
07 8620 2 Y 003N 014 17+13.5% 08405 WATER & DISPOSAL PLANT OPER 1
07 8620 2 Y 003N 014 20+13.5% 08406 WATER & DISPOSAL PLANT OPER 2
07 8610 2 Y 003N 014 16+13.5% 08410 POWER PLANT ENGINEER 1
07 8610 2 Y 003N 014 18+13.5% 08415 POWER PLANT ENGINEER 2
07 8610 2 Y 003N 014 21+13.5% 08416 POWER PLANT ENGINEER 3
07 8610 2 Y 003N 014 23+13.5% 08420 POWER PLANT ENGINEER 4
01 0430 0 N 002S 000 26 08425 PLANT OPERATIONS MANAGER 1
01 0430 0 N 002S 000 28 08426 PLANT OPERATIONS MANAGER 2
01 0430 0 N 002S 000 31 08427 PLANT OPERATIONS MANAGER 3
07 6210 2 Y 006N 014 26 08430 BOILER INSPECTOR
08 8256 2 Y 003N 014 13 08510 BINDERY WORKER
02 2910 2 Y 002N 014 22 08516 PHOTOGRAPHER
02 2630 2 Y 002N 014 22 08518 GRAPHIC ARTIST
08 8830 2 Y 003N 014 15 08525 REPRODUCTION EQUIPMENT OPER 1
08 8830 2 Y 003N 014 18 08526 REPRODUCTION EQUIPMENT OPER 2
08 8830 2 Y 003N 014 20 08530 REPRODUCTION EQUIPMENT LEADER
08 4510 2 Y 002N 014 17+13.5% 08605 COSMETOLOGIST
07 7540 2 Y 003N 014 20+13.5% 08635 LOCKSMITH
03 2900 2 Y 002N 014 24 08646 ICN AUDIO-VIDEO TECHNICIAN
03 1550 2 Y 003N 014 21 08672 ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN
01 0410 0 N 024E 024 05 09099 PROPERTY ASSESSMENT APL BRD MBR
01 0020 0 N 024E 024 04 09100 PAROLE BOARD MEMBER ALTERNATE
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 04 09102 PAROLE BOARD CHAIR
01 0020 0 N 024E 024 04 09103 PAROLE BOARD MEMBER
01 0020 0 N 024E 024 04 09104 PAROLE BOARD VICE CHAIR
01 0020 0 N 024E 024 01 09110 DEPT OF TRANS COMMISSIONER
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 05 09220 DIR DEPT ON AGING
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 04 09222 DIR DEPT OF CIVIL RIGHTS
01 0020 0 N 024S 024 04 09223 EXEC DIR/COLLEGE AID COMM
01 0020 0 N 024S 024 06 09226 SUPERINTENDENT CREDIT UNION DIV
01 0020 0 N 024E 024 03 09227 EMPLOYMENT APPEAL BOARD MBR
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 07 09229 DIR DEPT OF WORKFORCE DEV
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 05 09231 DIR LAW ENFORCEMENT ACADEMY
01 0020 0 N 024S 024 05 09234 ADMIN HMLND SECURTY/EMRG MGMT
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 05 09237 DIR DEPT OF CULTURAL AFFAIRS
01 0020 0 N 024S 024 04 09244 EXEC DIR/CMPGN FIN DISCL COMM
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 04 09247 DIR DEPT FOR THE BLIND
01 0020 0 N 024S 024 06 09248 EXEC DIR/FINANCE AUTHORITY
01 0430 0 N 024S 024 07 09250 EXEC DIR/IA TELE & TECH COMM
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01 0020 0 N 024S 024 06 09355 INSURANCE COMMISSIONER
01 0020 0 N 024S 024 05 09356 WORKERS COMPENSATION COMM
01 0020 0 N 024S 024 05 09357 LABOR COMMISSIONER
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 04 09360 DIR DEPT OF HUMAN RIGHTS
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 06 09361 DIR DEPT OF INSPECTS & APPEALS
01 0020 0 N 024S 024 06 09463 CONSUMER ADVOCATE
01 0020 0 N 024E 10,000 ST 09466 RACING & GAMING COMM MBR
01 0020 0 N 024S 024 06 09470 SUPERINTENDENT BANKING DIV
01 0020 0 N 024S 024 06 09471 ADMIN/ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES DIV
01 0430 0 N 024S 024 06 09472 UTILITIES BOARD CHAIR
01 0020 0 N 024E 024 06 09473 UTILITIES BOARD MEMBER
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 06 09474 DIR DEPT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 07 09475 DIR DEPT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOP
01 0020 0 N 024S 024 07 09476 ADMIN/PUBLIC BROADCASTING DIV
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 07 09479 DIR DEPT OF PUBLIC HEALTH
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 06 09481 COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC SAFETY
01 0020 0 N 024S 024 05 09483 STATE PUBLIC DEFENDER
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 07 09500 DIR DEPT OF MANAGEMENT
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 07 09501 DIR DEPT OF EDUCATION
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 07 09503 DIR DEPT OF REVENUE
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 07 09504 DIR DEPT OF HUMAN SERVICES
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 07 09505 DIR DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 07 09506 DIR DEPT OF CORRECTIONS
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 07 09508 DIR DEPT ADMINISTRATIVE SERV
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 07 09509 CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER
01 0060 0 N 024S 024 04 09610 PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT REL BD CHAIR
01 0060 0 N 024E 024 04 09611 PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT REL BD MEMBER
01 0020 0 N 024S 024 05 09612 DRUG POLICY COORDINATOR
01 0010 0 N 024S 024 03 09615 EXEC DIR VETERANS AFFAIRS
01 0350 0 N 024S 024 06 09616 COMMANDANT VETERANS' HOME
01 0020 0 N 024S 024 04 09617 EXEC DIR IA PUBLIC INFO BRD
01 0010 0 N 004S MIL RANK 04 10015 ADJUTANT GENERAL
01 0020 0 N 004S MIL RANK 03 10018 DEPUTY ADJUTANT GENERAL
02 0630 0 N 004S MIL RANK 02 10020 STATE QUARTERMASTER
04 3820 2 Y 007N 007 27 10100 SPECIAL AGENT 1
04 3820 2 Y 007N 007 32 10170 SPECIAL AGENT 2
04 3710 0 N 007S 000 37 10188 SPECIAL AGENT IN CHARGE
01 0430 0 N 007S 000 39 10191 PUBLIC SAFETY ASSISTANT CHIEF
01 0020 0 N 004E PD ST 14000 BOARD, COMM, COUNCIL MEMBER
01 0020 0 N 024E 13,857 ST 14010 IOWA TELECOM & TECH COMM MBR
01 0010 0 N 024E 19,632 ST 14011 IOWA TELECOM & TECH COMM CHAIR
01 0020 0 N 004S 000 40 14540 DEPUTY SECRETARY OF AGRI
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 35 14544 AGRICULTURE PROGRAM MGR 3
01 0430 0 N 006S 000 37 14558 STATE ENTOMOLOGIST
02 1710 0 N 004E 000 35 14563 STATE CLIMATOLOGIST
02 0800 0 N 004E 000 35(-2) 14587 ASST AUDITOR 4
02 0800 0 N 004E 000 38(-3) 14589 ASST AUDITOR 5
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 40 14590 AUDITOR ADMINISTRATOR
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 42 14591 AUDITOR DEPUTY
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 43 14592 AUDITOR CHIEF DEPUTY
01 0430 0 N 002S 000 32 14705 ASST DIRECTOR ENGR & TECH
02 2200 0 N 010N 013 27 14710 UTILIZATION SPECIALIST
02 2710 0 N 004S 000 33 14713 PRODUCTION MANAGER
03 2900 2 Y 002N 014 24 14716 MASTER CONTROL OPERATIONS TECH
03 2900 2 Y 002N 014 27 14717 MASTER CONTROL OPR TECH SR
03 2900 2 Y 002N 014 24 14720 PRODUCTION TECHNICIAN
03 2900 2 Y 002N 014 27 14721 PRODUCTION TECHNICIAN SENIOR
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02 2710 0 N 004S 000 32 14722 SENIOR PRODUCER/DIRECTOR
02 2710 1 N 004N 014 27 14723 PRODUCER/DIRECTOR
02 2920 0 N 004E 000 29 14728 VIDEO PRODUCTION COORDINATOR
02 2710 2 Y 004N 014 24 14731 PRODUCTION ASSISTANT
02 2825 2 Y 004N 014 26 14737 PUBLIC INFORMATION ASSISTANT
02 2710 2 Y 004N 014 22 14749 OPERATIONS ASSISTANT
03 2900 2 Y 002N 014 24 14751 TRANSMITTER ENGINEER
03 2900 2 Y 002N 014 27 14752 TRANSMITTER ENGINEER SENIOR
03 2900 2 Y 002N 014 30 14753 TRANSMITTER ENGINEER ADVANCED
03 2900 2 Y 002N 014 24 14754 STUDIO ENGINEER
03 2900 2 Y 002N 014 24 14756 ENGINEER 2
03 2900 2 Y 002N 014 27 14757 STUDIO ENGINEER SENIOR
03 2900 2 Y 002N 014 30 14759 STUDIO ENGINEER ADVANCED
02 2920 2 Y 004N 014 22 14760 ASST VIDEOGRAPHER
01 6660 2 Y 002N 014 25 14804 BUILDING/MNUFTRNG HOUSNG INSPTR
04 3720 2 Y 003N 014 21 14806 FIRE SERVICE TECH. ASST.
04 3720 2 Y 004N 014 31 14808 FIRE SERVICE COORDINATOR
04 3750 2 Y 007N 007 28 14810 FIRE INSPECTOR
01 0010 0 N 004S 000 46 14930 CHF OPERATING OFF IEDA
06 5260 2 Y 003U 000 02 14990 SEASONAL AIDE
06 5700 2 Y 001N 014 22 15002 SECRETARY 3
06 5700 2 Y 001E 000 24 15003 ADMIN SECRETARY
06 2145 2 Y 002N 014 23 15004 PARALEGAL
06 5700 2 Y 001E 000 27 15005 EXEC SECRETARY
06 5220 2 Y 001N 014 20 15051 LICENSING ASSISTANT
08 4300 2 Y 004N 014 23 15052 GAMING REPRESENTATIVE 1
08 4300 2 Y 004N 014 27 15053 GAMING REPRESENTATIVE 2
02 3250 0 N 009E 000 45 15055 RACING VETERINARIAN, EQUINE
02 3250 0 N 009E 000 39 15056 RACING VETERINARIAN CANINE
01 0565 0 N 004E 000 38 15057 RACING STEWARD, EQUINE
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 51 15060 ADMIN/RACING & GAMING DIV
02 3060 0 N 012U 000 55(-13) 15186 PHYSICIAN
01 0350 0 N 012S 000 55(-13) 15187 PHYSICIAN SUPERVISOR
01 0565 0 N 009S 000 57 15190 STATE MEDICAL EXAMINER
04 3850 2 Y 007E 000 18 15223 PEACE OFFICER CANDIDATE
01 0350 0 N 004S 000 42 15264 MEDICAID ADMINISTRATOR
01 0020 0 N 004S 000 46 15265 DEPUTY DIRECTOR/HUMAN SERVICES
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 41 15270 ADMIN/CIVIL COM UNT SEXUAL OFND
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 42(-6) 15272 INSTITUTIONAL SUPERINTENDENT
01 0350 0 N 004S 000 57 15273 INSTITUTION SUPT MEDICAL
01 0350 0 N 004S 000 57 15276 HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATOR
01 0020 0 N 004S 000 40 15300 STATE TREASURER DEPUTY
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 37(-4) 15301 DEPUTY ASSISTANT
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 44 15659 UTILITIES BOARD GEN COUNSEL
01 0430 0 N 004E 025 00 15923 LOTTERY SENIOR PROJECT DIRECTOR
01 0430 0 N 004E 025 02+10.3% 15926 LOTTERY V P GENERAL COUNSEL
01 0020 0 N 004S 025 02 15929 LOTTERY VICE PRES EXTERNAL REL
01 0050 0 N 004S 025 02 15931 LOTTERY VICE PRES MARKETING
01 0430 0 N 004S 025 02 15932 LOTTERY VICE PRES SECURITY
01 0120 0 N 004S 025 03 15933 LOTTERY VICE PRES FINANCE
01 0010 0 N 004S 025 05 15935 LOTTERY CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
01 0050 0 N 004S 025 01 15936 LOTTERY DIR OF RETAIL SERVICES
01 0050 0 N 004S 025 04 15937 LOTTERY EXEC VP OF SALES
01 0110 0 N 004S 025 02 15938 LOTTERY VP OF SYSTEMS
04 3850 2 Y 007N 007 24 15999 TROOPER 1
04 3850 2 Y 007N 007 29 16000 TROOPER 2
04 3850 2 Y 007N 007 79 16005 TROOPER 3
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04 3850 2 Y 007N 007 30 16010 TROOPER PILOT
04 3850 2 Y 007N 007 80 16015 TROOPER PILOT SENIOR
04 3710 0 N 007S 000 33 16030 SERGEANT
04 3710 0 N 007S 000 35 16040 LIEUTENANT
01 0430 0 N 007S 000 37 16050 CAPTAIN
01 0430 0 N 007S 000 39 16060 MAJOR
01 0020 0 N 004S 000 42 16075 PUBLIC SAFETY CHIEF
02 1840 1 N 004N 014 28 20574 ARTS PROGRAMMER 3
02 1840 1 N 004N 014 21 20583 ARTS PROGRAMMER 1
02 1840 1 N 004N 014 24 20585 ARTS PROGRAMMER 2
02 1240 1 N 004N 014 30 20639 JUSTICE SYSTEMS ANALYST
02 2010 2 Y 011N 014 25 23013 SOCIAL WORKER 2
02 2010 2 Y 011N 014 27 23016 SOCIAL WORKER 3
01 0010 0 N 004S 000 46 30142 DEP DIR DEPT OF ED
07 7340 2 Y 003N 014 26 30451 MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
01 0430 0 N 024S 024 06 31038 EXEC DIR/ED EXAMINERS BOARD
01 0710 1 N 004N 014 33 31305 RESOURCE MANAGER
02 2000 0 N 010N 013 35 31513 ADMIN CONSULTANT
02 2000 0 N 010N 013 38 31514 ADMIN CONSULTANT VOC REHAB 1
02 2000 0 N 010N 013 45 31515 ADMIN CONSULTANT VOC REHAB 2
02 2000 0 N 010N 013 47 31516 ADMIN CONSULTANT VOC REHAB 3
02 2000 0 N 010N 013 32 36301 REHABILITATION REFERRAL SPEC
02 2000 0 N 010N 013 32 37501 REHABILITATION CONSULTANT
01 0430 0 N 010S 000 33 41005 PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR
02 3150 0 N 010N 013 30 41006 REHABILITATION TECHNOLOGY SPEC
02 2000 2 Y 010N 013 22 41050 SVCS SPEC FOR THE BLIND 1
02 2000 2 Y 010N 013 26 41120 SVCS SPEC FOR THE BLIND 2
02 2000 0 N 010S 000 32 41121 SENIOR SVC SPEC FOR THE BLIND 3
02 2000 2 Y 010N 013 28 41151 SENIOR SVC SPEC FOR THE BLIND 1
02 2000 2 Y 010N 013 29 41192 SENIOR SVC SPEC FOR THE BLIND 2
01 0020 0 N 021S 000 43 45000 DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
06 2145 2 Y 021E 000 23 45004 PARALEGAL
02 2100 0 N 021E 000 29 45007 ASST ATTORNEY GENERAL 1
02 2100 0 N 021E 000 34 45008 ASST ATTORNEY GENERAL 2
02 2100 0 N 021E 000 39 45009 ASST ATTORNEY GENERAL 3
01 0540 2 Y 021E 000 23 45012 INVESTIGATOR 1
01 0540 2 Y 021E 000 26 45013 INVESTIGATOR 2
01 0540 2 Y 021E 000 28 45014 INVESTIGATOR 3
01 0540 2 Y 021E 000 29 45015 INVESTIGATOR 4
02 2105 2 Y 021E 000 21 45020 LAW CLERK
01 0430 0 N 021S 000 42 45027 ATTORNEY SUPERVISOR
06 5700 2 Y 021E 000 17 45038 LEGAL SECRETARY 1
06 5700 2 Y 021E 000 20 45039 LEGAL SECRETARY 2
06 5700 2 Y 021E 000 22 45040 LEGAL SECRETARY 3
06 5700 2 Y 021E 000 16 45044 SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST
02 1360 2 Y 008U 000 29(-3) 54219 TRANSPORTATION ENGINEER INTERN
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 32 60782 PUBLIC SERVICE EXECUTIVE 2
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 35 60784 PUBLIC SERVICE EXECUTIVE 3
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 38 60786 PUBLIC SERVICE EXECUTIVE 4
06 5620 2 Y 003N 014 16 80236 STOREKEEPER 2
06 5620 2 Y 003N 014 19 80237 STOREKEEPER 3
04 3910 2 Y 004N 014 29 80690 SPECIAL INVESTIGATOR
01 0540 2 Y 004N 014 26 80696 INVESTIGATOR 2
01 0540 2 Y 004N 014 28 80697 INVESTIGATOR 3
01 0430 1 N 004N 014 29 80710 EXEC OFF 1
01 0430 1 N 004N 014 32 80711 EXEC OFF 2
03 3540 1 N 004N 014 26 80761 SAFETY OFFICER
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01 0650 2 Y 010N 013 27(-5) 80763 TRAINING SPECIALIST 1
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 38 80786 PUBLIC SERVICE EXECUTIVE 4
01 0430 0 N 004S 000 41 80787 PUBLIC SERVICE EXECUTIVE 5
03 3510 2 Y 001N 014 20 82000 NURSING UNIT COORDINATOR
03 3500 2 Y 002N 014 26 82002 LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSE
02 3255 2 N 011N 014 30 82020 REGISTERED NURSE
02 3255 0 N 011S 000 33 82022 NURSE SUPERVISOR
01 0350 0 N 011S 000 35 82035 NURSING SERVICES DIRECTOR
08 4620 2 N 011N 014 25 82110 ACTIVITIES SPECIALIST 1
08 4620 2 N 011N 014 28 82111 ACTIVITIES SPECIALIST 2
01 0430 0 N 011S 000 28 82112 ACTIVITIES SPECIALIST SUPV
08 3640 2 Y 002N 014 17 82220 DENTAL ASSISTANT
03 3310 2 Y 011N 014 25 82222 DENTAL HYGIENIST
02 3010 0 N 012U 000 47(-2) 82505 DENTIST
01 0350 0 N 011S 000 31 83235 TREATMENT SERVICES DIRECTOR
02 1820 1 N 011N 014 28 83245 PSYCHOLOGIST 1
02 1820 1 N 011N 014 30 83246 PSYCHOLOGIST 2
02 1820 1 N 011N 014 32 83248 PSYCHOLOGIST 3
02 2000 2 Y 002N 014 20 83251 DRUG ABUSE COUNSELOR 1
02 2000 2 Y 002N 014 23 83252 DRUG ABUSE COUNSELOR 2
03 1550 2 Y 002N 014 28 84742 ELECTRONIC ENGINEER TECHNICIAN
08 6050 2 Y 003N 014 20 85015 FARM LEADER
01 0205 2 Y 003N 014 25 85032 CORRECTIONAL FARM MANAGER
04 3850 2 Y 006N 014 27 86340 MOTOR VEHICLE INVESTIGATOR
04 3850 2 Y 006N 014 25 86360 MOTOR VEHICLE OFFICER
04 3850 2 Y 006N 014 27 86361 MOTOR VEHICLE SERGEANT
04 3850 0 N 006S 000 31 86362 MOTOR VEHICLE CAPTAIN
04 3850 0 N 006S 000 33 86364 MOTOR VEHICLE COMMANDER
04 3850 0 N 006S 000 35 86365 MOTOR VEHICLE COMMANDER UNIFRM
03 1965 2 Y 006N 014 30 86400 POLYGRAPHER
04 3800 2 Y 006N 014 23 86406 CORRECTIONAL OFFICER
04 3800 2 Y 006N 014 25 86409 SENIOR CORRECTIONAL OFFICER
04 3700 0 N 006S 000 27 86410 CORRECTIONAL SUPERVISOR 1
04 3700 0 N 006S 000 29 86411 CORRECTIONAL SUPERVISOR 2
01 0430 0 N 006S 000 30 86415 CORRECTIONAL SECURITY MANAGER
01 0430 0 N 006S 000 34 86416 CORRECTIONAL SECURITY DIRECTOR
02 2015 2 Y 005N 009 28 86419 CORRECTIONAL COUNSELOR
01 0420 0 N 005S 000 30 86420 CORRECTIONAL TREATMENT MANAGER
01 0420 0 N 005S 000 34 86421 CORRECTIONAL TREATMENT DIRECTOR
03 1550 2 Y 006N 014 25 86465 STATE INDUSTRIES TECHNICIAN
03 1550 2 Y 006N 014 26 86467 SENIOR STATE INDUSTRIES TECH
03 1550 0 N 006S 000 30 86468 STATE INDUSTRIES SUPERVISOR
03 1550 2 Y 006N 014 28 86469 STATE INDUSTRIES PROD COORD
04 3930 2 Y 006N 014 21 87113 INSTALLATION SECURITY OFFICER
04 3930 2 Y 006N 014 21 87114 AIR BASE SECURITY OFFICER
08 4120 2 Y 003N 014 24 87237 CORRECTIONAL FOOD SERVICE COORD
06 4720 2 Y 003N 014 20 87246 CANTEEN OPERATOR 2
08 4010 0 N 011S 000 26 87250 FOOD SERVICES ASSISTANT DIR
08 4010 0 N 011S 000 27 87253 FOOD SERVICES DIRECTOR 2
08 4010 0 N 011S 000 32 87254 FOOD SERVICES DIRECTOR 3
08 4200 2 Y 003N 014 23 87313 CORRECTIONAL BLDG SVCS COORD
07 6200 2 Y 003N 014 23+13.5% 88018 CORRECTIONAL TRADES LEADER
07 7315 2 Y 003N 014 23+13.5% 88323 HVAC TECHNICIAN
07 6355 2 Y 003N 014 25+13.5% 88326 ELECTRICIAN
07 8610 2 Y 003N 014 21+13.5% 88416 POWER PLANT ENGINEER 3
07 8610 2 Y 003N 014 23+13.5% 88420 POWER PLANT ENGINEER 4
01 0430 0 N 002S 000 26 88425 PLANT OPERATIONS MANAGER 1
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01 0430 0 N 002S 000 31 88427 PLANT OPERATIONS MANAGER 3
03 1550 2 Y 003N 014 21 88672 ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN
06 5260 2 Y 001E 000 12 90011 CLERK
06 5860 2 Y 001E 000 14 90017 CLERK-ADVANCED
06 5860 2 Y 001E 000 18 90018 CLERK-SPECIALIST
06 5700 2 Y 001E 000 17 90025 SECRETARY 1
06 5700 2 Y 001E 000 20 90026 SECRETARY 2
02 1007 2 Y 004E 000 23 90118 INFO TECH SPECIALIST 1
02 1007 2 Y 004E 000 26 90119 INFO TECH SPECIALIST 2
02 1007 2 Y 004E 000 29 90120 INFO TECH SPECIALIST 3
02 1007 0 N 004E 000 32 90121 INFO TECH SPECIALIST 4
02 1007 0 N 004E 000 35 90122 INFO TECH SPECIALIST 5
06 5120 2 Y 002E 000 20 90292 ACCOUNTING TECHNICIAN 2
06 5120 2 Y 002E 000 23 90294 ACCOUNTING TECHNICIAN 3
06 5120 2 Y 001E 000 19 90307 ACCOUNTING CLERK 3
02 0800 0 N 004E 000 26(-4) 90311 ACCOUNTANT 2
02 0800 0 N 004E 000 30 90312 ACCOUNTANT 3
02 0800 0 N 004E 000 26(-4) 90327 FIELD AUDITOR
02 2105 2 Y 002E 000 17 90638 LAW CLERK
01 0565 0 N 004E 000 32(-3) 90639 COMPLIANCE OFFICER 2
02 2100 0 N 004E 000 33(-4) 90642 ATTORNEY 2
02 2100 0 N 004E 000 38 90645 ATTORNEY 3
06 5700 2 Y 002E 000 21 90708 ADMIN ASSISTANT 1
06 5700 2 Y 002E 000 24 90709 ADMIN ASSISTANT 2
01 0430 0 N 004E 000 29 90710 EXEC OFF 1
01 0430 0 N 004E 000 32 90711 EXEC OFF 2
01 0430 0 N 004E 000 35 90712 EXEC OFF 3
01 0430 0 N 004E 000 38 90713 EXEC OFF 4
01 0430 0 N 004E 000 41 90714 EXEC OFF 5
01 0820 0 N 004E 000 26(-3) 90722 BUDGET ANALYST 2
01 0820 0 N 004E 000 30 90723 BUDGET ANALYST 3
02 2825 2 Y 004E 000 21 90750 INFO SPECIALIST 1
02 2825 2 Y 004E 000 25 90751 INFO SPECIALIST 2
02 2825 0 N 004E 000 30 90754 INFO SPECIALIST 3
01 0650 2 Y 010E 000 27(-5) 90763 TRAINING SPECIALIST 1
01 0650 0 N 010E 000 30 90768 TRAINING SPECIALIST 2
02 2110 0 N 004E 000 38(-3) 90789 ADMIN LAW JUDGE 2
02 3255 0 N 011E 000 31 92021 NURSE CLINICIAN
01 0565 2 Y 004E 000 28 93314 AFFIRMATIVE ACTION COMPL OFF 2
02 1840 0 N 004E 000 26(-3) 94022 PROGRAM PLANNER 2
02 1840 0 N 004E 000 29 94023 PROGRAM PLANNER 3
07 6200 2 Y 002E 000 26 94321 CONSTRUCTION TECHNICIAN SR
02 0800 0 N 004E 000 27 94584 ASST AUDITOR 1
02 0800 0 N 004E 000 29 94585 ASST AUDITOR 2
02 0800 0 N 004E 000 31 94586 ASST AUDITOR 3
01 0650 0 N 004E 000 28 94913 ECON DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST 1
01 0650 0 N 004E 000 30 94914 ECON DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST 2
01 0650 0 N 004E 000 33 94923 ECON DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST 3
01 0650 0 N 004E 000 36 94925 ECON DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST 4
06 5700 2 Y 001E 000 22 95002 SECRETARY 3
06 2145 2 Y 002E 000 23 95004 PARALEGAL
08 6050 2 Y 003E 000 15 95005 NURSERY WORKER 1
08 6050 2 Y 003E 000 19 95006 NURSERY WORKER 2
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Effective 06/19/2015 - 06/30/2016
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FISCAL YEAR 2016




















LOTTERY KEY EXECUTIVE PAY PLAN
3,390.40
00
2,192.80BIWEEKLY
HOURLY 27.41 42.38
57,012.80 88,150.40ANNUALLY
3,752.80
01
2,440.00BIWEEKLY
HOURLY 30.50 46.91
63,440.00 97,572.80ANNUALLY
4,923.20
02
3,139.20BIWEEKLY
HOURLY 39.24 61.54
81,619.20 128,003.20ANNUALLY
5,436.80
03
3,467.20BIWEEKLY
HOURLY 43.34 67.96
90,147.20 141,356.80ANNUALLY
6,011.20
04
3,833.60BIWEEKLY
HOURLY 47.92 75.14
99,673.60 156,291.20ANNUALLY
11,246.40
05
6,891.20BIWEEKLY
HOURLY 86.14 140.58
179,171.20 292,406.40ANNUALLY
